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Disclaimer

We gladly share our knowledge and material to help you apply Lean Six Sigma within your business.
So feel free to use the sheets in your own projects. We also appreciate if you share your experiences
and improvements with us. We also work on improving ourselves daily!
However, it is not permitted to use these sheets to give your own classes. We are the intellectual owners
of the material. If you want to organise a training yourself, please contact us. You can do this by
sending an e-mail to info@bureautromp.nl or call to 030-227 0000 for us to make a mutual beneficent
arrangement for the both of us.
Bureau Tromp
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Getting to know each other

We would like to know:
• Who are you ?
• What do you do at ?
• What do you expect of this training ?
• What is the reason for you to join this training ?
• Do you already have a project (in mind) that you would like to work on ?
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About Bureau Tromp

We teach organizations to turn their customers into kings.
We do this by making organizations work smarter.
We work with the Lean and Lean Six Sigma methodology.
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About Bureau Tromp
The courses we offer for the entire organization:

Commitment of management for Lean Six Sigma improvement projects

Master Black Belt

Champion Belt

Black Belt

Top Down

Green Belt
Orange Belt

Bottom Up

Yellow Belt

Broad consensus for Lean Six Sigma projects within the organization
Process Mining

Robotic Process
Automation

Agile Scrum
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About Bureau Tromp

We offer an overall solution

In-Company en Open-enrollment Courses
Courses

Coaching

Consultancy

We organize incompany courses and
open-enrollment courses,
both in the Netherlands
as well as abroad.

When you are new at
using the Lean Six
Sigma methodology it is
very helpful to have an
experienced Lean Six
Sigma consultant at
your side to offer
guidance and comfort.

Do your employees lack
spare time to lead Lean
projects?
Are you looking to
execute big and/or
complex improvement
projects ?
If yes, we also offer the
option to hire one of
our experienced Black
Belts to execute the
projects for you.
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Goal of this Lean Green Belt course

After following this course you are capable of:
• Performing your own Lean improvement projects;
• Improve processes using various improvement methodologies and associated Lean tools;
• Explaining the principles of this methodology to others;
• Identifying opportunities for process improvement;
• Apply tools properly.
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Course program

Day Topic

Content

Day Topic

Content

1

Introduction

Background Lean
The 5 principles of Lean
Principle 1: Value
Six Sigma
Lean & Six Sigma
Filter Game
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Determining the improvements

DMAIC | Improve
Principle 3: Flow
Principle 4: Pull
Lego Game

2

To improve: how to begin ?

Success factors
Improvement structures
DMAIC | Define

5

Securing and continuously
improvement

3

Mapping the current situation
and finding the cause of the
problem

Principle 2: Value Stream
DMAIC | Measure
DMAIC | Analyse

DMAIC | Control
Principle 5: Perfection
Change Managment
Exam
Closing
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Requirements for certification
What do you need?
After finishing this course you are a theoretical certified Lean Green Belt:
! 80% presence during course hours.
! Passing the theoretical exam (30 multiplechoise questions, > 70% score)

Practical certification Lean Green Belt:
! Perform at least one practical assignment.
! Verifiable reduction of €25.000,-! Present and ‘defend’ your results
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Requirements for certification
How do we help?

Theoretical certification
! Preparation for the exam during the course
! Coaching by the trainer (online, phone, written)
! Re-examination (if needed)

Practical certification
! Option 1 : independently executing a project; presentation of the results to a Black Belt
! Option 2: 12 hours coaching by a Black Belt, presentation of the results to a Black Belt
! If necessary, an option for re-examination (for both options).
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Online environment: Mijn Bureau Tromp

Agenda day 1
• Introduction
• Practical matters
• Background Lean
• The 5 principles of Lean
• Principle 1: Value
• Six Sigma
• Lean & Six Sigma
• Filter Game / Permit Game

Background Lean

What do you already know about Lean Six Sigma ?
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Movie: Meals per hour
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EedMmMedj3M
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What is Lean Six Sigma?

Methodology for the improvement of processes
• Customer orientated
– The internal customers (employees)
– The external customers (buyers)
• It can be used in various ways
– A ‘toolbox’ with instruments for improvement
– A structured approach for process optimization
• Creating a culture in which continuous improvement is the standard
Lean Six Sigma is a combination of Lean and Six Sigma
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What is a process ?

A process includes:
• Input(s) and output(s)
• Multiple activities (process steps)
• Activities that consist of related actions

Input

Output

Process
Department

A

Department

B

Department

C

Department

D

Department

E

(internal) Customer

(internal) Customer /
Supplier

• Includes mostly activities from multiple departments/officers
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What is a process?

Level%1:%
Chain
Level%2:%
Company processes
Level%3:%
Work processes
Level%4:%
Process step / task
Level%5:%
Activity / action
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History of Lean
The history of process improvement goes far back in time:
• 1574 - King Henry III of France visits the 'Arsenale’ (Italy), a company where they complete a ship every
day.
• 1765 - General de Gribeauval (France) standardizes the design of canon parts.
• 1822 - Thomas Blanchard (Springfield weapon factory, Connecticut VS) introduces cell-wise standardized
production with 14 machines
• 1914 - Mass production Ford, Highland Park: Continuous flow manufacturing is introduced.
• 1930 – Takt time is introduced to produce the Messerschmitt 109 in Germany. But flow-production is
missing.
• 1941 - Mitsubishi acknowledges the takt time principle and brings the methodology from Messerschmitt to
Japan for production of the Zero.
• 1948 - Toyota combines 'Ford-Flow’ and 'Mitsubishi-Takt’ and creates the base for the change from mass
production to Lean production.
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History of Lean
Background

• Ford mass production (Michigan, Highland Park)
• Developed by Toyoda/Toyota in the 50’s
– Not ‘Lean’ but ‘Toyota Production System’ (TPS)
• Described as Lean Management by Womack & Jones
• Applied at governmental organizations and service industries since the 00’s
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Lean house

Toyota Production System (TPS)
Cost

Low costs
Highest quality

ShortestQuality
lead time
Learning organisation

Jidoka

Just-In-Time

Quality
• Built-in quality
• Poka Yoke
• Separation of human
and machine

Speed
Motivated people

•
•
•
•

Continuous Flow
Takt time
Pull
Heijunka

5S / Visual Management
Continuous improvement (Kaizen)
Standardization
Customer Value
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What is Lean?

Doing the right things right
Lean is doing:
• The right things,
• at the right place,
• at the right moment,
• in the proper amount,
• with minimal waste.
By:

• Putting people fist

Value is created in the workplace, so the best ideas for improvement come from the people in the
workplace.

• Continuous improvement

Everyone actively contributes to increasing value every day. All activities contribute to creating value for
the customer, the rest is waste.
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Exercise

(1. Class; 2. with neighbor. ; 5 min, 5 min evaluation)

1.
How lean was the process surrounding the distribution of vaccins?
(Follow the guidance from the previous slide)

2.
Discuss how this is in your organization.
Take a product / service and determine how lean this is, and how improvements are realized.
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Agenda day 1
• Introduction
• Practical matters
• Background Lean
• The 5 principles of Lean
• Principle 1: Value
• Six Sigma
• Lean & Six Sigma
• Filter Game / Permit Game

The 5 principles of Lean

The 5 principles of Lean

Perfection
Continuous
improvement

Pull
Production on
customer
demand

Value
Who is the customer
?
What does he want ?

Lean

Value Stream
Where do we
add value ?

Flow
Smooth flow
(no bottlenecks)
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Agenda day 1
Perfection

Value

Continuous
improvement

Who is the customer ?
What does he want ?

• Introduction
• Practical matters
• Background Lean

Pull
Production on
customer
demand

Lean

Value Stream
Where do we
add value ?

• The 5 principles of Lean
• Principle 1: Value
• Six Sigma

Flow
Smooth flow
(no bottlenecks)

Principle 1: Value

• Lean & Six Sigma
• Filter Game / Permit Game

Principle 1: Value
3 types

Customer Value Added
• Does the activity add form or functionality to the
product/service desired by the customer?
• Does the activity contribute to a competitive distinction: faster,
cheaper, more quality, etc.?
• Is the customer willing to wait or pay for this activity?
Business Value Added
• Does the activity reduce risk for the organization?
• Does the activity support necessary reports?
• Is the activity required by law, environmental requirements,
regulations, etc..?
Non Value Added
• Waste
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Principle 1: Value

Questions that will help to determine the value add of an activity

Customer Value Added
• Does the activity add form of functionality to the product or service desired by the customer?
• Does this activity contribute to a competitive advantage: faster, cheaper, quality, and so on?
• Is the customer prepared to wait or pay for this activity?
Business Value Added
• Does the activity reduce risk for the organization?
• Does the activity support necessary reports?
• Is the activity required by law?
• Would the delivery of the product or service to the customer be disrupted if this activity is not done?
Non Value Added
• Waste
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Principle 1: Value

What are the percentages ?

Value
IMPROVE

Rule of thumb fro Customer Value Add:
•

Service industry 5%-20%

•

Industry 10%-50% (some outliers up to 80%)

10%
50%
Waste
ELIMINATE

40%
Business value
MINIMIZE
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Principle 1: Value
Eliminate Waste
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Principle 1: Value

Rule of thumb: waste
It is easier to improve processes by focusing on the 90% ‘nonvalue adding time’ (40% BVA + 50% NVA)
instead of focusing on the 10% value adding process steps.
10%

90%

Traditional+Process Improvement

Lean+Management
Customer+Value+Add 1 time

NON+Customer+Value+Add 1 time
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Principle 1: Value
Lean in practice !
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Principle 1: Value
8 types of waste

Waste of:

p ro c e s
e
h
t
f
o
a p a rt
s
i
t
s
a
W

1.

Transport

2.

Inventory

3.

Motion

4.

Waiting

5.

Overproduction (too much)

6.

Overprocessing (do more/better than necessary)

7.

Defects / errors

8.

Skills / talents of the employee

T rig g e r

s th e o
th e r ty
pes of
w a ste

s

TIMWOODS
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Principle 1: Value
Waste: exercise

• Brainstorm in small groups and find examples for each of the 8 wastes in your own
working environment.
• Present your findings

(e.g. using Flipover, Powerpoint, Miro)

T
I
m
w
o
o
d
s
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• Principle 1: Value
• Six Sigma
• Lean & Six Sigma
• Filter Game

Six Sigma

Six Sigma
The history

• Carl Frederick Gauss (1777-1855)
– Making the variations in processes measurable
– Normal distribution and sigma

• Bill Smith, Motorola (1986)
– Project based improvement tool

• General Electrics
– Further developed into a mature method and the Belt structure
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Six Sigma

What is Six Sigma?

Working on a constant quality
The goal of Six Sigma:
• Reducing variation in processes
– Measuring
– With help from probability and statistics.

Because:
• Customers experience variation, and not the average
Sigma (σ) is the mathematical symbol for data distribution
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Six Sigma

Examples of variation
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Six Sigma

Exercise: Variation

Count the number of times the 6th letter of the alphabet occurs in the text below:

The necessity of training farm hands for first class farms in the
fatherly handling of farm livestock is foremost in the minds of farm
owners. Since the forefathers of the farm owners trained the farm
hands for first class farms in the fatherly handling of farm livestock,
the farm owners feel they should carry on with the family tradition of
training farm hands of first class farms in the fatherly handling of
farm livestock because the believe it is the basis of good fundamental
farm management.
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Six Sigma

Variation is part of nature

Variation is present in:
• Nature: shape/size of leaves or snowflakes.
• Humans: handwriting or walking speed
• Mechanical: weight, size, shape of a product.
Variation is okay, if it stays within limits
• Voice of the customer vs. voice of the process
• VOC ⟷ VOP
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Six Sigma

Core of Six Sigma
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Six Sigma

Rolled Throughput Yield

90%
90%

90%
90%
90%

Dept. 1

Dept. 2

Dept. 3

Dept. 4

Dept. 5

=""59%
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Six Sigma

Six Sigma as measure for process performance

Sigma is a way to quantify the amount of variation, and therefore a way to measure performance.
It says something about the process yield that meets the customer requirements.
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Agenda day 1
• Introduction
• Practical matters
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• The 5 principles of Lean
• Principle 1: Value
• Six Sigma
• Lean & Six Sigma
• Filter Game

Lean & Six Sigma

Six Sigma

Why 6 Sigma and not 4 or 5?

2.8 Sigma = 99% correct

6 Sigma = 99.999998% = correct

! 20.000 lost postal items every hour

! 7 lost postal items every day

! 15 minutes of unsafe drinking water every

! 1 minute of unsafe drinking water every 7

day
! 5.000 faulty medical procedures every week.
! Two failed landings at Schiphol airport
every day.
! 200.000 misdescribed medications every
year

VS

months.
! 1.7 faulty medical procedures every week.
! One failed landing at Schiphol airport every
5 years.
! 68 misdescribed medications every year.
! No electricity for an hour every 34 years.

! No electricity for 7 hours every month.
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Lean & Six Sigma
The differences

Lean

Six Sigma

Pragmatic

Analytical

• Shortening lead time in the whole value
chain.
• Eliminate steps that don’t add value.
• Direct observations at the workplace.
• Improving with%the organization.

• Reducing variation
• Improve process steps that add
value for the customer.
• The use of data and statistical
analyses.
• Improving the organization.
1 m deep

1 cm deep

1 m wide

1 cm wide
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Lean & Six Sigma
The similarities

• The customer first
• Improving quality
• Common goal: continuous improvement
• Structured approach to get to the root cause of a problem
• Effectiveness
– Doing the right things
– Are we doing the things the customer wants ?
• Efficiency
– Doing the right things right
– Using the least effort
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Lean & Six Sigma
De 3M’s

Focuses on eliminating waste and reducing overburden and variation in processes.

Mura

Muda

Variation(in(output

8(types(of(waste

Variation
Reduce(variation(and(avoid(
errors

PEOPLE

!

Transport

!

Inventory

!

Movement

!

Waiting

Waste

!

Overprocessing

\

!

Overproduction

!

Mistakes
Skills

!

Eliminate(waste(and(increase(
customer(value

People(and Culture
!
!
!
!

Behavior
Leadership
Continuous9improvement
Developing9skills

Overburden

Muri
Overburden
!
!

Bottlenecks
Constraints

Secure(behavior
Identify and eliminate
bottlenecks(
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Offline: coffee filter game || Online: permit game
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Filtergame
Exercise

Think of three improvements to implement in the second round.
– Discuss with the group what went right and what went wrong
– Write down improvements on a flap and choose the three best solutions
– Present to management; management decides.
– 30 to 45 minutes
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Agenda day 2
• Recap
• Success factors
• Improvement methods
• DMAIC: Define

Lean Green Belt
Day 2

What do we remember about yesterday
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Agenda day 2
• Recap
• Success factors
• Improvement methods
• DMAIC: Define

Success factors improvement traject

Succes factors improvement traject
Statement

Statement 1
Management must always support the improvement process.
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Succes factors improvement traject
Statement

Statement 2
You start up an improvement process yourself.
As soon as you have an agreement to your plan of approach you
hook up others.
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Succesfactoren verbetertraject
Critical success factors

• Commitment of top management
• Both top-down and bottom-up approach
• Availability of budget and capacity
• Strategic alignment
• Selection of the right projects
• Availability of the right people
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Succes factors improvement traject

Project selections: how to qualify a project ?

Not Suitable

Suitable

• Very complex

• Fits into the strategic plan

• Large scope

• Results of the process (quality or speed)

• Solution is known
• Limited or no access to data
• Expensive

vary: focus on defects and variation
• Process is characterized by a low degree
of standardization

• No strategic agreement

• Solution is not known yet

• Focused on system change

• High chance of success
• Historical and current data is available.
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Succes factors improvement traject
Selection criteria

• Optimization of the process contributes significantly to the Lean objective for your company
• The process can be clearly 'scoped' (and can possibly be divided into sub-projects) and is not too
large
• The process is leading, not the IT environment
• The complexity of the process is manageable (not many dependencies)
• Solutions for improvement are not yet clear (investigation into cause is required)
• Process is characterized by a low degree of standardization (process offers too much freedom of
interpretation and is therefore error-prone)
• Strategic agreement to deal with the problem
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Project selection

Benefit/Effort-matrix

Choose the right projects using the Benefit/Effort matrix
High

Benefits

Low

High

Low
Effort

(time/money/resources)
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Project team

How to do that ?

• Look for team members with knowledge and experience in multiple aspects of the project
• Provide a reflection of the organization (process) in the team members
• Provide diversity in opinions
• Don't always use the same people in different projects
• Project team of 4-6 people
• Provide sufficient capacity
• Team members feel priority and can also prioritize the project
• Commitment of the manager(s) involved
• Get the best people…… not the people left
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Project team
The Kick-off

Successful Kick-off ensures:
• Training of required knowledge
• Team bonding
• Share / discuss project objective
• Establish project rules
• Naming roles and responsibilities in a team
• Discuss planning
• Develop communication plan
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Agenda day 2
• Recap
• Success factors
• Improvement methods
• DMAIC: Define

Improvement structures

Improvement methods

• Various improvement structures can be used for Lean
• Improvement structures can differ per goal or duration
• Improvement structures are not cast in concrete, but provide a structure for improvement
• More important is using the right tools at the right time for the desired purpose
• During our training we will use the DMAIC structure to improve processes, however any other
methodology can also be used in the workplace depending on :
– The type of problem / project
– The approach
– The lead time
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Improvement methods

Improvement methodology

Different kinds

PDCA

DMAIC

Plan

Define

Measure

Do

Analyse

Check

Improve

Act

Control

A3

Identificeer
problem

Understand+
situation

Determine
objective

Analyse
causes

Determine
countermeasures

Implement
countermeasures

Confirm
result

Standardize
succes

8D

Assemble team

Describe
the
problem

Introduce
temporary
measures

Identify
causes

Choose
corrective
action

Implement
corrective
action

Secure
solution

Celebrate
result

8 steps
Toyota

Define the
problem

Clarify+&+
break+down+
the+problem

Define the
goal

Identify the
root causes

Develop
counter
measures

Implement
counter
measures

Monitor the
process and
results

Standardize the
process and
continuously
improve
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Improvement methods

Improvement methodology

Purpose and lead time per technique

PDCA

For&deviations&in&performance&for&non3complex&problems.&Can&be&completed&in&a&few&weeks.

DMAIC

Conceived&to&solve&quality&problems.&Diagnosis&is&more&extensive&than&with&the&PDCA&and&more&attention&is&paid&to&
project&management.&(436&months)

A3

7&or&8&steps&to&improve.&If&necessary,&also&communicate&visually&for&the&status&of&an&improvement&process.&Short&
improvement&process.&(138&weeks)

8D

Eight Disciplines Problem Solving. Often&used&after&specific&complaints&or&incidents,&less&for&a&structural&
problem.&Not&longer&than&8&days

8 steps
Toyota

Short&cycle&improvement&to&be&completed&in&a&few&weeks.&Focus&is&on&finding&the&most&value3adding&solution&and&
not&the&easiest&or&fastest.
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Improvement methods
PDCA

Control

nt
e
m
e
v
pro
m
i
*
s
u
uo
n
i
t
n
o
C
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Improvement methods
DMAIC

Define
Starting(up(the(
project

Measure
Determine(
current(
situation

Analyse
Identify root(causes

Improve

Control

Designing(and(
testing(
improvements

Implement,(
monitor(and(
control

Change9Management
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Improvement methods
DMAIC

Define
Starting up the
project

Activities

Tools

Measure
Determine
current situation

Analyse

Improve

Identify the root
causes

Designing and
testing
improvements

Implement,
monitor and
control
• Understanding the
results
• Continuous
improvement of
the new process
• Secure the new
process

• Define the problem
(trigger)
• Scope
• Who is the customer
and what does the
customer want?
• VOC → CTQ
• Project objective
(project Y)
• Mapping stakeholders
• Form a team
• Inform organization

• Map the current
process
• Identify waste
and value
• Identify and
measure key
process variables
(Y and X’s)
• Visualize process
performance

• Analyse causes
from the VSM
• Test hypothesis
(effect X on Y)
• Determine critical
X

• Develop solutions to
the main causes
• Risk assessment of
alternative solutions
• Identify new SLA’s and
KPI’s
• Shape new process
implementation
• Deal with resistance

SIPOC
Kano-analysis
Stakeholder analysis
Communication plan
Project Charter

• VSM (current and
ideal state)
• Measure plan

• Fishbone
• 5 x Why
• Pareto diagram

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Brainstorm
VSM (future state)
FMEA
Poka Yoke
Implementation plan

Control

•
•
•
•

Control Chart
Control Plan
OCAP
PDCA

Change management & project support
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Improvement methods
A3

• A problem-solving and plan document on one sheet (paper
size A3)
• Contains all the information about the situation you really
need
• An A3 guides you through the improvement structure
• You can apply the tools you learn in the training in different
phases
• Can serve as a means of communication DMAIC or as an
accessible improvement approach for "low-hanging fruit".
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Improvement methods
A3

A3#owner

Process

Date,,,,

Process,owner

Plan

Do,$Check,$Act

1. Background

5. Improvement measures

Describe the problem

Design solutions

2. Current state

Describe the current situation

6. Plan

3. Future state

Describe the measures

Determine the target situation
7. Follow up

4. Analysis

Evaluate and determine follow-up
actions

Analyse the root cause
68
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A3Gowner

Improvement methods

Date6666

A3

Anneke6van6Loon

Process

246November62019

Process6owner

Plan

Issues6login6Blackboard
J.6Pieters6– Head6Servicedesk

Do,$Check,$Act

Ex

1. Background

5. Improvement measures

An average of 90 notifications come in every day from users who can't log in to
Blackboard. The management department spends an average of 7.5 hours a day
on this, resulting in waiting times when resolving other issues.

1. Send a clear mail to the user after activating the account
2. Talk to the vendor about issues with the firewall
3. Tackling problems with the work method to avoid new questions

e

2. Current state
Notifications
200
100
0

ma anda g

5%
22%

donde rdag
vri jdag

28%

pl

Logging

dinsdag
woensda g

am

45%

wachtwoord6reset
firewall
activatiemail
overig

3. Desired state
There will be only 40 notifications incoming everyday about not being able to log
in to Blackboard. Measured over a week from 16 to 20 December. This saves 50*5
minutes per day = 250 minutes.

6. Plan
Action

Deadline

Responsible

Schedule6appointment6with6vendor6
for6firewall6issue

26December

Anneke

Customize6text6activation6mail

86December

Gijs

Customize6work6statement

86December

Gijs

7. Follow up

4. Analysis

In the week from 16 to 20 December, an average of 45 reports received. This
means that the goal has not yet been met. However, we have completed the
actions in full and timely manner and we are seeing a huge decrease in the
problem situation. We’re making a new A3 to investigate what’s not going
well at the moment.
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Improvement methods
A3

• Helps you to get to the root cause of the problem in a structured way
• You never make it alone
• Also serves as a useful communication tool (also in the case of, for example, a DMAIC approach)
• Is readable and understandable for everyone
• Always has an owner and a sponsor (= problem owner)
• You make the A3 rather weekly than monthly
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DMAIC | Define

Define

Define
Starting(up(
the(project

Measure
Determine(
current(
situation

Analyse
Identify(root(causes

Improve

Control

Designing(and(
testing(
improvements

Implement,(
monitor(and(
control

– Problem definition
– SIPOC
– Customer requirements: VOC
– CTQ
– Project objective (Y)
– Stakeholder analysis
– Project Charter
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Define ► Problem definition
Starting an improvement project

The DMAIC starts with the phase in which the problem is defined. This helps to understand why it’s a
problem before you start investing money and time in the solution.
Before you start the improvement project, it is essential to:
• Coordinate the assignment with the sponsor;
• Find out the real need;
• Understand the context of the problem;
• Find out the urgency of the problem (support base).

In short: experience and have a look at the
problem yourself
‘Go to the Gemba’
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Define ► Problem definition

Gemba-walk: why go to the work place?

Barn

What’s going on here
?

Fire

Water

Person
Car

Wheel
Car

Roof

Window
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Define ► Problem definition

Gemba-walk: A picture is worth a thousand words
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Define

Define
Starting(up(
the(project

Measure
Determine(
current(
situation

Analyse
Identify(potential(
influence(factors

Improve

Control

Designing(and(
testing(
improvements

Implement,(
monitor(and(
anchor

– Problem definition
– SIPOC
– Customer needs: VOC
– CTQ
– Project objective (Y)
– Stakeholder analysis
– Project Charter
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SIPOC

Supplier, Input, Proces, Output, Customer

A process is...
A series of steps or activities that convert one or more types of INPUT into one or more types of OUTPUT that
are required for the CUSTOMERS of the process.
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SIPOC
Goal

• Helps the team understand the process
• Ensures that everyone has the same understanding of the process
• Validates the scope of the process
• Is a clear means of communication
• Is the link between project charter and later phases
• Provides insight into the stakeholders involved in the process
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SIPOC

SUPPLIER

INPUT

PROCES

OUTPUT

CUSTOMER

What is it ?

S: Supplier
I:

Input

P: Process
O: Output
C: Customer

A SIPOC allows you to determine the scope of your process. You do this by determining which process
steps are in scope in your project. For every process step you are going to map out which input, output,
customer and supplier there are.
There are several ways to draw up an SIPOC. On the following slides you can see two examples. The first
one gives more detailed information, the other one gives a clearer view of the process
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SIPOC
Example 1

SUPPLIER

INPUT

PROCES

OUTPUT

CUSTOMER
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SIPOC

Example 2
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SIPOC
Guide

Making a SIPOC in steps:
1.

Determine the start and end of the process

2.

Describe the main process between the start and end point in 4-7 steps

3. Identify the Output(s) (products, service, information)
4. Describe the Customer for each output
5. Identify the Input(s) of the process
6. Describe the Supplier for each input (who are they, what do they deliver and what is the effect on the
process)
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Customer requirements

Customers:
• 'Pay our bills’
• Are always right… (even if we can't meet their requirements, or only at prices below cost)
• "Help" us determine which activities add value and which don’t!
Changes in customer behaviour are important input for an organization’s strategy and the process design.
• It is important to identify those changes in your product or service that (greatly) increase customer
satisfaction.

Internal customers & external customers
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Customer requirements

Voice of the customer (VOC)
SUPPLIER

INPUT

PROCES

OUTPUT

Step 1. Identify

CUSTOMER

Step 2. Segmentate

Step 3. Get the VOC
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Customer requirements

Voice of the customer (VOC)

Get the VOC:
• Reactive data
(complaints, service requests, employee satisfaction survey, customer satisfaction survey)

• Proactive data
(interviews, market research, customer panels)

Examples of the Voice of the Customer:
• We want certainty about delivery on the agreed date
• I want a shorter delivery
•

We want a faster answer to our questions

•
•

Customer service could not answer my questions
It should be easier to place an order

•
•

Delivery must always meet agreed requirements
I want more insight into delivery times
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Customer requirements

Voice of the customer (VOC)
SUPPLIER

INPUT

PROCES

OUTPUT

Step 1. Identify

CUSTOMER

Step 2. Segment

Step 3. get the VOC

Step 4. Prioritise
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Customer requirements
The Kano-model

Basic factors (must be):
There needs are typically not expressed or only as a complaint.
Performance factors (satisfiers):
The more the better.
Wow-factors (delighters):
The customer does not expect it, but is very happy with it.
These needs are also not typically expressed.
Customer needs change over time, so keep evaluating periodically!
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Voice of the customer
The Kano-model

Satisfied

Delighters

Satisfiers

Fully fulfilled
Not fulfilled

Must-be

Dissatistfied
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Voice of the customer
Kano table

What should you focus on as an organization?
• Customer perspective with regard to the product properties
• What is most important to a customer?
How do you categorize product properties?
Answer to the functional question:
• What do you feel when your phone DOES have a camera?
Answer to the dysfunctional question:
• What do you feel when your phone does NOT have a
camera?
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Voice of the customer
Kano table

Must-be (M)
• The basic requirements of users for the product, if these are missing, this leads to dissatisfied customers
• Improving the functionality of functions hardly affects user satisfaction

Performance) (P)
• Customer satisfaction increases proportionally with improved functionality of features
• Performance factors are usually those that users explicitly mention

Attractive (A)
• Have the greatest impact on customer satisfaction
• Implemented delighters disproportionately impact customer satisfaction
• Their absence does not lead to dissatisfaction
• They are not explicitly required or expected
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Voice of the customer
Kano table

Indifferent (I)
• Customers irrespective of whether these functions are present or absent
• Customers do not find these features useful or valuable
• Customers are not willing to pay for these features
Reverse(R)
• Users expect this feature to be absent
• If the feature is present, user dissatisfaction will increase
• Users actively reject these features
Questionable (Q)
• These characteristics are usually the result of the questioned person answering the questions in a contradictory way
• The position was not explained in an understandable way or the person questioned did not receive the question
• The questioned person accidentally chose the wrong answer
• Having positions in this category shouldn't be the norm
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Customer requirements

Voice of the customer (VOC)
SUPPLIER

INPUT

PROCES

OUTPUT

Step 1. Identify

Step 4. Prioritise

CUSTOMER

Step 2. Segment

Step 3. Get the VOC

Step 5. Translate VOC to CTQ
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CTQ

Translate VOC to CTQ

Critical To Quality
What specific requirements does the customer want ?
Which measurable indicators determines the perceived quality?
• Provides a direct link between project and desired objective
• First step in the DMAIC
• Project focus on 1 ( or 2 CTQs)

CTQ’s usually come from one of these domains:
• Quality (meet the specified specifications)
• Speed (processing time, waiting times and lead times)
• Safety (number of accidents)
• Reliability (number of errors per 1000.000 process runs)
• Flexibility (changeover times)
• Costs and hours (money and time)
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CTQ

CTQ-flowdown

When drawing up a CTQ flowdown, follow the following steps:
1.

Clearly describe the product or service;

2.

Determine for which customer (groups) the CTQ is made for.

3. Determine which customer needs it will fulfil;
4. Identify which aspects of the product/service contribute to fulfilling the needs;
5. Determine the important measurable indicators for fulfilling the needs of the customer with the
question: “What do you mean exactly by…?”
6. Put the three levels (needs, aspects and measurable indicator) in a tree structure by making
connections with lines.
7. Prioritize the CTQs and choose 1 or 2 to improve
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CTQ

Example CTQ-flowdown

Need

Aspect
(CTQ)
(input KANO)

Waiting time

Measurable indicator (Y’s)
90% of all the customers are
happy with the waiting time (> 8)
Phone calls answered within 20
seconds
90% of all purchases and refunds
are processed within 2 minutes

Good customer
service
Friendly
employees

Refund policy

All customers are greeted within
30 seconds of entry
All employees smile when in
contact with customers
80% of all customers are satisfied
with the refund policies (> 8)
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Chose your project-CTQ
Which CTQ to improve

After mapping the possible CTQ’s:
• Prioritize CTQs based on customer and organizational needs
• Verify with the customer and organization whether the chosen project CTQ is in accordance with
customer expectations
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Translate VOC to CTQ to project objective Y
From problem to objective

What does the
customer say?
“When I request a
quote, I have to wait
much longer than the
promised deadline.”

What does the
customer want
according to the GB?
The customer wants the
quotes to be delivered
within the promised time
frame.

What is the CTQ
according to the GB?
The improvement project
will therefore have to
focus on ‘lead time’ and
is therefore the CTQ.

Voice of the Customer

CTQ’s

Poor quality

Number of rejected products per delivery

Product is too expensive

Unit costs of the product

Unreliable deliveries

Percentage of products delivered within two days
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Improving a process
Where to focus the CTQ

Process direction
Input X

Process

Outputs

CTQ’s

Customer

VOC

X6 X7 X8
Process X

Lean improvement project direction
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Project objective
Peeling the onion

Improvement
Critical X’s
List of X’s
CTQ (project Y)
VOC
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Stakeholder analysis

• Stakeholders:
• Are affected by the change;
• Are involved in the project/process;
• Are customers, suppliers, shareholders or interested parties;
• Are able to influence your project

• Without a clear picture of the stakeholders, the risks of resistance increases.
Rationeel
Rational:
• Loss of job
• Change of role
• Relocation by work
• Unknown future
Political:
• Lack of growth
• Relationship with superiors under pressure
• Own kingdom under pressure

Emotional:
• Loss of reputation and trust
• Interpersonal rejection
• Loss of self-confidence
• Fear of the unknown
• Demotion
• Treat to known contacts

Politiek

Emotioneel
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Stakeholder analysis
Guide

Step 1: Analysis and mapping
• Identification of stakeholders and registration of concerns and issues
• Perform together with project members in a work session
Step 2: Communication planning
• Determine the way you communicate with the stakeholders of the project, how frequently you
communicate and when you communicate with them.
Continuous assessment and follow-up
• Stakeholder management is dynamic!
The stakeholder analysis is one of the few tools that we do not share outside of the project group,
because employees are classified by expected resistance.
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Stakeholder analysis

Step 1: Analyse and mapping

Influence

High

Keep satisfied

Work together

Useful group for mitigating the
impact and formulating decisions.

Work closely with this critical
group.

Maintain contact weekly or twice
a month

Maintain contact almost daily.

Monitor

Inform

Least important group.

Important group, so involve in the
project

Monitor with minimal investment.

Maintain contact once or twice a
month.

Low

Importance
Low

High
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Stakeholder analysis

Step 2: Communication planning

Target
group
Client ++indirect+MT+

What

Report+of+progress, temporary+results+
and+next+steps+
Involved coIworkers+and+ Project+documents
team members
Work+documents+available on+network

All+coIworkers

How

When

Who/

Final+result for+each+phase+ Every+2+weeks
(tollgate)
Available on+intranet
Continuous

Project manager+through+
the client
Project manager

Folder+‘LSS+project’ on+NI Continuous
disk

Project teamImembers

Conversations+and+questions++about+
project+and+methods

Personal

Regularly

Project teamImembers

Reporting+progress+as+news+
announcement

Via+intranet

Every 2+weeks

Project+manager

Communicating ‘Quickwins’

Via+intranet and+
personally+with+the+
directly+involved+

When+fixed

Discussing++methodology+at+the+water+
cooler

Personally

Regularly

Project+teamImembers+
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Project Charter

End document of the Define phase

• A Project Charter provides clarity on the conditions and approach of an improvement project.
• The Project Charter is the spot on the horizon
• A Project Charter consist of:
– A background of the problem or need
– A measurable goal of the improvement project
– A scope of the project
– An approach and planning of the main aspects
– What is the business case (cost versus revenues)
– The project team
– An agreement from the client!

• The Project Charter should be updated after each DMAIC phase with the results of the project.
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Project Charter
Example

Background and/or opportunity statement

Team (people involved in optimalization)

If a entrepreneur wishes to establish himself in a town to sell drinks and/or food, he needs an operating permit. This is also needed in the
event of change within this operation. The processing period for granting this permit is currently 12 weeks, with a possible extension of an
additional 12 weeks. This deadline is (regularly) not met.
For the permit applicants (mainly entrepreneurs) the processing period of 12 weeks (and sometimes even 24 weeks) is considered unacceptable.
The town considers it necessary to shorten the total lead time for applying for and granting the permit. This is done by thinking about the
current and future design of the permit process.

Role
Champion/process owner

Employee
Larisa

Permits
Permit (bsm-plan)
REO
City management
Enforcement

Sanne & Sudesh
Sylvia
Frank
Aad
Anja

Project leaders

Marc
Erna
Warsha

Objective
The process an application for the permit within a period of 4 weeks as of June 2016
• Shorten the lead time of the permit process (from receipt to grant) to a period of up to 4 weeks.

Indicators

ScopeScope

Indicatoren

Primary indicator (Ceteris Paribus):
Processing time:
• Reduction of lead time in weeks
• Reduction of processing time in weeks

A condition is that no additional capacity (FTE) is released as a possible
solution

Business Case

Within the scope:
Process:
• From receiving the application until issuing possible permit
• That includes, test moments at REO, enforcement, police and
fire department and Bibob.

Benefits
• Shorter handling time (8 weeks)
• No more expenses for hiring
• Less reworking and therefore (internal) capacity
Investment
• Hours for project leaders
• External project guidance Bureau Tromp

Outside the scope:
• Composition/content application form. Test at “Landelijk
Bureau Bibob”.

Approach & Planning

Sign off
Date:

.. - .. - ….

Signature:

Larisa
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DMAIC
Kick off

A successful kick-off ensures:
• Training of necessary knowledge
• Team bonding
• Sharing / discussing the project objective
• Establishing project rules
• Naming roles and responsibility in the team
• Discussing the planning
• Developing a communication plan
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Finally: Be careful, pitfalls!

• Lack of management or process owner involvement
• Not clear who the real customer is
• Scope too large or unclear
• Scope not defined at all (what is in / out of scope?)
• Focus on symptoms rather than causes
• The improvements are not in line with the goals of the organization
• Goals overlap goals of other teams
• Processes are being improved that will soon be changed anyway
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Agenda day 3
• Principle 2: Value Stream
• DMAIC | Measure
• DMAIC | Analyse

Lean Green Belt
Day 3
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Agenda day 3
Perfection

Value

Continuous
improvement

Who is the customer ?

Pull
Production on
customer
demand

What does he want ?

Lean

Value Stream
Where do we
add value ?

Flow
Smooth flow
(no bottlenecks)

Principle 2: Value Stream

• Principle 2: Value Stream
• DMAIC | Measure
• DMAIC | Analyse

Principle 2: Value Stream

A Value Stream Map (VSM) is a process description with detailed information.
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Principle 2: Value Stream
Why a Value Stream Map ?

Common understanding

Support for change

Communication tool

Change is easier if you have identified the problems
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Principle 2: Value Stream Map (VSM)

How the process really goes !
VA

VA

VA

VA

VA

T

S

Process times

Actual lead time

I

D

M
O

O

W

Wastes

Information flows

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5
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Agenda day 3
• Principle 2: Value Stream
• DMAIC | Measure
• DMAIC | Analyse

DMAIC | Measure
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– Process Mapping
– Value Stream Map (Current / As-Is Situation)
– Measure Plan
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Proces mapping
Mapping processes

A process can be mapped in different ways, depending on its intended purpose:

Method

Goal

SIPOC

Little detail, chain approach, scoping

Flowchart

Focused on activities within the process, more detailed.

Swimming3lanes

Focused on activities (more detailed), divided by department or function
(swimming lanes)

Makigami

Focused on processes where the ‘product’ is not immediately visible, physical
or transparent (services / administration)

Spaghetti3plot

Focused on mapping movement and transport

Value3Stream3Map

Focused on the product, mapping forms of waste

Process3Mining

Mapping process based on log data from systems

Customer3Journey3Mapping

Focused on experience of the process trough the eyes of the customer
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Proces mapping
SIPOC

SUPPLIER

INPUT

PROCES

OUTPUT

CUSTOMER
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Proces mapping
Flow Chart
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Proces mapping
Swimming Lanes
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Proces mapping
Spaghetti-diagram

Goal: to map unnecessary movements of people and transport of products (files, photos, purchases)

How do you make a spaghetti diagram?
1.

Provide a floor plan of the work area

2.

Choose the topic you want to follow (material, people,
information)

3.

Record every movement of the target until done
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Process mapping
Process Mining

Do you see the:
• Compliance issues?
• Bottlenecks?
• Repair work?

What do I need to get started?
• Data: case number, activity
and time stamp
• Software: free and paid
options
• Training: with our Foundation
training in one day!
More info:
ProcessMiningTraining.nl
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Proces mapping

Customer Journey Mapping

Process mapping
Makigami
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– Measure Plan
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Value&Stream&Map
Characteristics

Characteristic of creating a Value Stream Map:
• It's a group process:
"The people who carry out the work are best able to indicate what is and is not going well.

• You discuss with all participants about the "real" process, not what is on paper = Hidden
factory

• The use of Post-its, so dynamic!
• You can find better and deeper insights by entering the workplace, hold a Muda /
Gemba walk in advance to get an idea of the process
• Stopwatching / counting for lead
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Value&Stream&Map
Building a VSM
Building a Value Stream Map:
1.

Map the current process flow

2.

Add process data (numbers, inventory,….)

3.

Add lead times

The VSM is often the central tool in a Lean project
• Eliminate the waste and the ‘hidden factory’
• Increase quality: look at the trash cans (failures) and tackle the failures using a Pareto analysis (using
Analyze & Improve phase)
Tip: always do a ‘gemba walk’ and take pictures!
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Value&Stream&Map
How to create a Value Stream Map

Plan of Action:
•

Step 1:

Determine who the customer is

•

Step 2:

Determine the beginning and the end of the process (SIPOC)

•

Step 3:

Determine who are the suppliers of the process

•

Step 4:

Determine the steps in the process

•

Step 5:

Determine the information flow

•

Step 6:

Determine if the information flow is electronic or paper

•

Step 7:

Enter process data (numbers, percentages, etc.)

•

Step 8:

Determine what added value and waste is (CVA, BVA, NVA)

•

Step 9:

Identify the most important bottlenecks

•

Step 10: Name the first possible areas for improvement
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Value&Stream&Map

Step 2 – 4. Map the current situation

Supplier

Customer

Process/step/1

Process/step/2

Process/step/3

Process/step/4

• Sub5activity
• Sub5activity
• Sub5activity

• Sub5activity
• Sub5activity
• Sub5activity

• Sub5activity

• …
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Value Stream Map

Step 5 – 7. Adding the data
Check inventory

Losses./.rejections

Supplier

Customer

WIP

I

I

2

12

I

7

5

I

3

30

Process.step.1

Process.step.2

Process.step.3

Process.step.4

• Sub5activity
• Sub5activity
• Sub5activity

• Sub5activity
• Sub5activity
• Sub5activity

• Sub5activity
• …

• …

Operative
• Number.of.
operatives
• Runtime.of.
process.step

Operative
• Number.of.
operatives
• Runtime.of.
process.step

• …

• …

I

24

Data.boxes

Check rejections
and defects
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Waardestroomanalyse

Step 5 – 7. Adding the data

Qualify and quantify:
• Where is capacity used?
• How much capacity is available?
• Where are the (intermediate) stocks?
• What is the processing time per step in the process?
• What are the waiting times, transport times?
• What about the quality (errors during the process)?
• Which activities add value?
Tips:
• Use the same time unit for all times (process times, cycle time, available time for work, etc.)
• Avoid using tenths of minutes
• Remember to deduct breaks, meetings and clean up times from the available working time per shift in the
process.
• Identify queues in terms of quantities and times.
• Make sure you understand the differences between different types of times in a process.
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Value Stream Map

Step 8-10. Identifying value, waste and improvements

WIP
Losses/.rejections

Supplier

2

I

I

I

7

5

12

I

3

30

Process.step.1

Process.step.2

Process.step.3

Process.step.4

• Sub5activity
• Sub5activity
• Sub5activity

• Sub5activity
• Sub5activity
• Sub5activity

• Sub5activity
• …

• …

Operative
• Number.of.
operatives
• Runtime.of.
process.step

Operative
• Number.of.
operatives
• Runtime.of.
Determine
process.step

• …

• …

Customer

I24

Data.boxes

value added
and non-value added
activities (waste)

= CVA
= BVA
= NVA
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Reminder: Value
3 types

Customer Value Added
• CVA
• Customer is willing to wait or pay for this activity
Business Value Added
• BVA
• Activity required by law, environmental requirements, regulations, etc..
Non Value Added
• NVA
• Waste
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Reminder: Value
Customer Value Added
• Does the activity add form or functionality to the product/service desired by the
customer?
• Does the activity contribute to a competitive distinction: faster, cheaper, more quality,
etc.?
• Is the customer willing to wait or pay for this activity?
Business Value Added
• Does the activity reduce risk for the organization?
• Does the activity support necessary reports?
• Is the activity required by law, environmental requirements, regulations, etc..?
Non Value Added
• Waste
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Value Stream Analysis
3 types

Current
state

1

Mail
Formulier4
Telefoon

Current'situation
•
•
•

Current State VSM
As Is-situation
IST-situation

Afhandeling

Inventarisatie4
technisch

Uitwerken

Offerte4
aanvraag

Servicedesk

WPB

Dienst4IT

Dienst4IT

Ideal'situation

2

Dienst4H&F

BT:41204min
DLT:?

Roosterdata4
opvragen

Bedrijfsbureau

Bespreken4
offerte4met4
instituut

Akkoord4
verkrijgen

Dienst4IT

Bedrijfsbureau

Dienst4IT

Servicedesk

BT:410+504min

DLT:414dag

BT:4
DLT:4

Strukton

BT:4
DLT:4

BT:4
DLT:4

Oplevering4
door4MK2

Oplevering4
aan4klant

Dienst4IT

Prijs4
berekenen

BT:4154min
DLT:414dag

Installatie

Dienst4IT

BT:4
DLT:4

3L64wkLen

Beoordelen4
ontv.4offertes

BT:4304min
DLT:414dag

BT:454min
DLT:?

Max41
week

Facturatie

Bedrijfsbureau

Bestellen4bij4
MK2

Dienst4H&F

724uur

MK2
Verkregen
akkoord

Zoeken:
Mailbox

BT:414min
DLT:41L214dg

BT:4304min
DLT:414dag

Volgende4
slide

Order4naar4
H&F

Verzoek4tot4
inplannen

Doorgev en4
Opl.datum>MK2

Installatie

Verwerken4
factuur+4BLnr

Bedrijfsbureau

Dienst4H&F

Dienst4H&F

Strukton

Dienst4H&F

BT:4
DLT:4

BT:4
DLT:4

BT:4
DLT:4

STOP

BT:4
DLT:4

BT:4
DLT:4

BT:4
DLT:4

Dienst4IT

BT:4
DLT:4

Strukton

Administratiev e4
af handeling

Meerdere

BT:4
DLT:4

Restposten4
afhandelen
Dienst4
IT/MK2/Strukton

BT:4
DLT:4

MK2

Ideal
state

Bev at:
LOplev erinf o4CMDB
LWerkbonnen+4pakbonnen
LFactuurnummer
LNacalculatie

Instituten
100*150,/,jr
=2*3,/,wk

Mail
Formulier,
Telefoon

• Ideal State VSM
• Can also be a creative
visualisation (does not necessarily
have to be a process)

=4Beweging
=4Overbewerking

Doorsturen4
ontv.4offertes

BT:4104min
DLT:?

Overbew erking
aparte4syst.4IT/4H&F

Instituten
100L1504/4jr
=2L34/4wk

=4Defecten4 /4herwerk

Of f erte4aanv raag4
Strukton,4
Heerkens
aannemers

BT:4304min
DLT:4?

=4Voorraad

Strukton

Inv entarisatie4
op4locatie

Enkele
dagen
N=50

Legenda:
BT444=4Bewerkingstijd
DLT4 =4Doorlooptijd
=4Wachten

Skills:4Voegt4
niets4toe

BT:4304min
DLT:414dag

Instituten
100L1504/4jr
=2L34/4wk

Inventarisatie,
technisch
WPB

Bestellen,bij,
Strukton+MK2

BT:,
DLT:,

Installatie

MK2

BT:,
DLT:,

BT:,
DLT:,

Oplevering,
aan,klant

Installatie

Strukton

WPB

Roosterdata,
opvragen

WPB

BT:,
DLT:,

BT:,
DLT:,

WPB

BT:,
DLT:,

3

Future'situation'
• Future State VSM
• To Be-situation
• SOLL-situation

Future
state

1.,DAF*AV, maken,!
rechtstreeks,naar,WPB
!werkorder,en,interne,
offerte,volgend, uit,DAF

Instituten
DAF*AV,standaard

100*150,/,jr
=2*3,/,wk

2.,Afstemmen,
werkwijze,&,
communicatie,met,
MK2

Rooster,data,afstemmen
Inventarisatie,
technisch
WPB

Bestellen,bij,
MK2
WPB

BT:,
DLT:,

BT:,
DLT:,

Verwijderen,
oude,spullen
H&F

BT:,
DLT:,

Installatie

Installatie

Strukton

BT:,
DLT:,

MK2

BT:,
DLT:,

Bestelling

BB,IT

Oplevering,
aan,klant
WPB

BT:,
DLT:,

Vullen,CMDB

Doorbelasten,
klant

BB

BB

BT:,
DLT:,

4.,Afstemmen,
werkwijze,Strukton +,
financiële,afwikkeling
5.,Afstemmen,,met,
MK2:,foto,van,schade,
voor,aanvang
6.,Standaard,prijzen,
MK2
7.,Standaard,prijzen,
Strukton

MK2
Verzoek,tot,verwijderen

MK2

BT:,
DLT:,

BT:,
DLT:,

Orderbevestiging

H&F

3.,Afstemmen,
werkwijze,H&F

Oplevering,
aan,WPB,HF

Strukton
Afstemming,planning
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Value Stream Map

Tips and tricks for creating a Value Stream Map
1. Always create a VSM with a team. Rarely does one person have full knowledge of the process
2.

Investigate the process by looking at many different situations. You have to see the process in action to get the details you need.

3.

Space (during the VSMs) should not be an issue.

4.

Use post-its as process steps and hang them on a wall to showcase the message / ideas. If you don't have enough space to show all
the info, use numbered reference sheets as attachments.

5.

Keep track of your process and VSM with date version and update them regularly. Use them as a reference. Always keep control over
the base and the later versions.

6.

7.

Draw the process flow at the chosen level and process boundaries from the customer (internal and / or external)
–

Include all process steps, no matter how insignificant they seem

–

Include all queuing points, sign-off steps, rework loops, etc.

–

Walk the Process and interview process participants face-to-face

Verify current state
–

Peer review

–

Non-team members who know the process

–

Review process within the process itself and "at the edges" (interfaces)

–

Walk the process again for current state verification

–

Make sure that all rework loops and information loops are visible

8. Lessons Learned by others:
–

Reach consensus on the beginning and end of the value stream before you start

–

Make sure that process and non-process experts participate in the team

–

Pay close attention to processes that run in parallel or serially

–

Make detailed notes of the sources of information from which information was extracted and used (so you can be sure "to whom to go" with questions and / or
confirmation of the data)
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Value Stream Analysis

Example: Take out pizza, complaints about long lead time

Owner at Desk

Order

Clients
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Value Stream Analysis

Example: Take out pizza, complaints about long lead time

Owner at Desk

Order
Accept(order(
transfer(to(kitchen(
and(pay

Receipt with
order

FIFO

Waiting time
indication

Waiting time
indication

Clients

Information
flow
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Value Stream Analysis

Example: Take out pizza, complaints about long lead time

Owner at Desk

Order
Accept(order(
transfer(to(kitchen(
and(pay

Receipt with
order

Waiting time
indication

FIFO

Make(basic(
ingredients,(base,(
tomato(sauce,(
sprinkle(cheese,(
etc.

Add toppings to
pizza according
to order

Waiting time
indication

Clients

Main process
from SIPOC
Bake Pizza in oven

Pack(in(carton(and(
deliver(to(customer
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Value Stream Analysis

Example: Take out pizza, complaints about long lead time

Datacollection from process
FIFO

Make%basic%
ingredients,%base,%
tomato%sauce,%
sprinkle%cheese,%
etc.

0-10 receipts with
pizza orders
0-30 min

Add toppings
to pizza
according to
order
LeadTime: 1,5
min
NVA: 0,5 min
Defect: 3%

Wait for
Bake Pizza in oven
oven

1-10 pcs
1-15 min

Batchsize 5-10
LeadTime: 8’ =
- BakeTime 6’
- Changeover: 2min’
Defect: 5%

Wait for
packing

1-10 pcs
0,5-6
min

Pack%in%carton%and%
deliver%to%customer
LeadTime: 0,5 min
Defect: 3%
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Value Stream Analysis

Example: Take out pizza, complaints about long lead time

Owner at Desk

Order
Accept(order(
transfer(to(kitchen(
and(pay

Full picture
Receipt with
order

FIFO

Make%basic%
ingredients,%base,%
tomato%sauce,%
sprinkle%cheese,%
etc.

Waiting time
indication

Waiting time
indication

Clients

Order has
been delivered

0-10 receipts with
pizza orders
0-30 min

Add toppings
to pizza
according to
order
LeadTime: 1,5
min
NVA: 0,5 min
Defect: 3%

Wait for
Bake Pizza in oven
oven

1-10 pcs
1-15 min

Batchsize 5-10
LeadTime: 8’ =
- BakeTime 6’
- Changeover: 2min’
Defect: 5%

Wait for
packing

1-10 pcs
0,5-6
min

Pack%in%carton%and%
deliver%to%customer
LeadTime: 0,5 min
Defect: 3%
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Value Stream Analysis

Example: Take out pizza, complaints about long lead time

Owner at Desk

Order
Accept)order)
transfer)to)kitchen)
and)pay

Value added
+ Non value
added

Receipt with
order

FIFO

Make%basic%
ingredients,%base,%
tomato%sauce,%
sprinkle%cheese,%
etc.

ProductionTime: 11,5 -31 min
(excl FIFO Que waiting time)

NVA: 4 - 23,5min
VA: 7,5 min

Waiting time
indication

Waiting time
indication

Clients

Order has
been delivered

0-10 receipts with
pizza orders
0-30 min

Add toppings
to pizza
according to
order
LeadTime: 1,5
min
NVA: 0,5 min
Defect: 3%
0,5 min
1 min

Wait for
Bake Pizza in oven
oven

1-10 pcs
1-15 min

1-15 min

Batchsize 5-10
LeadTime: 8’ =
- BakeTime 6’
- Changeover: 2min’
Defect: 5%
2 min
6 min

Wait for
packing

1-10 pcs
0,5-6
min

Pack%in%carton%and%
deliver%to%customer
LeadTime: 0,5 min
Defect: 3%

0,5-6
min
0,5 min
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Value Stream Analysis

Example: Take out pizza, complaints about long lead time

Owner
Suppliers

Ordering
ingredients

transpor
t

1x p/d
inventory info

Inventory
ingredients: 2
days

Supplying, out of
scope: not in SIPOC!

Baking process etc
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Value Stream Analysis

Example: Take out pizza, complaints about long lead time

Owner at Desk

Order
Suppliers

Ordering
ingredients

transpor
t

Accept)order)
transfer)to)kitchen)
and)pay

Receipt with
order
1x p/d
inventory info

Inventory
ingredients: 2
days

FIFO

Make%basic%
ingredients,%base,%
tomato%sauce,%
sprinkle%cheese,%
etc.

ProductionTime: 11,5 -31 min
(excl FIFO Que waiting time)

NVA: 4 - 23,5min
VA: 7,5 min

Waiting time
indication

0-10 receipts with
pizza orders
0-30 min
Opportunit
y to
improve
Add toppings
to pizza
according to
order
LeadTime: 1,5
min
NVA: 0,5 min
Defect: 3%
0,5 min
1 min

Waiting time
indication

Clients

Order has
been delivered

Opportunit
y to
improve

Wait for
Bake Pizza in oven
oven

1-10 pcs
1-15 min

1-15 min

Batchsize 5-10
LeadTime: 8’ =
- BakeTime 6’
- Changeover: 2min’
Defect: 5%
2 min
6 min

Wait for
packing

1-10 pcs
0,5-6
min

Pack%in%carton%and%
deliver%to%customer
LeadTime: 0,5 min
Defect: 3%

0,5-6
min
0,5 min
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Offline: coffee filter game || Online: permit game - Round 3
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Measure

Define
Starting(up(
the(project

Measure
Determine(
current(
situation

Analyse
Identify(root(causes

Improve

Control

Designing(and(
testing(
improvements

Implement,(
monitor(and(
anchor

– Process Mapping
– Value Stream Map (Current / As-Is Situation)
– Measure Plan
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Measure
To measure is to know. If you can not measure it, you can not improve it
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Measure
What are you going to measure ?
Add measurements to your VSM
Which factorens (X-s) are potentially influencing the output (Y) of the proces (Y)?
Process variables (X’s)

Input&variables
(X’s)&

Output

Customer

Y1
Y2

Project Y3

CTQ’s

VOC

Y3

Project Y3 = f(X1,X2,X3…Xk)
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Measure
How to measure ? A Sample
What is a sample?
• A subset of your population (group of people or things) that is representative of the entire population
Why would you want to do a sample?
• Practical, cost wise it is not possible to view the entire population;
• You do a sample to be able to make statements about the entire population;
• We use the data from the sample to perform analyses and to test hypotheses;
• Additional samples can be done during the Analyse phase to investigate possible influence factors.
How big should my sample size be?
• Measure until all variations of the process can be viewed;
• Measure long enough to see variations over time (if the process is not stable);
• Rule of thumb: n!30

Characteristic*factors Examples
What

Complaints,1defects,1problems

When

Year,1season,1month,1day,1hour

Where

Country,1Province,1Region,1City,1Lane

Who

Department,1group,1individual

General rule of thumb: n ! 30
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Measure
The measurement plan

What is it?

• Overview of all the measurements to be performed
• 'Action list' of the measurement phase

What’s in it?
•
•
•
•
•

The Y en X-s that need to be measured (including definition)
Measurement procedure
Sample size
Who, what, when, how much?
Way of analyzing
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Measure
The measurement plan
Why do we measure ?
• In order to gain a better understanding of the current situation, because:
• A lot of relevant process information is not or barely updated.
• The quality of the information is often not very good.
• We note that we do not have enough information to form a correct and
complete picture of the 'hidden factory'.
• To understand these 'blind spots' we will need to measure and supplement the
missing information
Measurement plan vs measurement form
• Do not confuse the measurement plan with a measurement form
• Measurement plan: overview of all outstanding measurements
• Measurement form: form (possibly physical) to record measurement data

If we measure, there is a risk that we will measure incorrect data,
so try to use as much existing, available information as possible!
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Measure
Measurement plan – example

Nr

CTQ

Measurement
procedure

Unit

Available
time in
minutes per
day

1

Occupation

Total availiable time
in the call centre
and its course per
week.

2

Received
telephone
calls

Number of
Total received calls calls
on the number 0470 received per
and 0471.
day

3

Call duration

Total duration of
the call

Time in
seconds per
call

Sample
size

Who?

When?

4 weeks

Teamleader

• September
• October

4 weeks

Teamleader

• September
• October

100
Project
conversation
leader
per mdw.

• September
• October
• November

How is the
data analyzed
?
• Histogram

• Histogram
• Boxplot

• Run chart
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Measure
Measurement system
Measuring instrument
• Stopwatch, questionaire, observation, etc.
Measuring method
• Does the chosen measuring instrument produce useful results (accurate enough for your analysis?)
• ‘10-bucket rule of thumb’: does you scale have at least 10 outcomes (with continuous data)?
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Measure ► Data collecting & data quality
When you measure, you know. Right?
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Agenda day 3
• Principle 2: Value Stream
• DMAIC | Measure
• DMAIC | Analyse

DMAIC | Analyse

Analyse

Define
Starting(up(
the(project

Measure
Determine(
current(
situation

Analyse
Identify(root(causes

Improve

Control

Designing(and(
testing(
improvements

Implement,(
monitor(and(
anchor

– Identify root causes
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Analyse fase

From trivial many towards vital few

The purpose of the Analysis phase is to identify the most important (vital few) of many possible (trival
many) causes.
We do this by analyzing the data from the Measure phase.
Analyse tools
• Brainstorm
• Ishikawa
• 5 x Why?
• Pareto-analysis
• FMEA

Trivial
Many

Analyse
Vital Few
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Brainstorming

Different ways of brainstorming

• Traditional Brainstorm
– Generate many new ideas about a topic or issue quickly. By building on each other's input, a richer yield of ideas is
obtained.

• Reverse Brainstorm
– By reversing the question, you create a different perspective on something that just doesn't work out. Can lead to new
insights and is a fun way to generate ideas.

• “Hot potatoe
– The subject / problem may be with a participant for a maximum of 1 minute. After he has expressed his ideas about this,
it is the turn of another. As it were a hot potato that you cannot hold for too long and which is passed on.
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Brainstorming
Overview

Brainstorm*technique

Powerful*aspects

Mindmap

•
•
•
•
•

Traditional brainstorm

• First(individually(@ so(everyone(has(a(voice(to(
contribute(ideas.(Then(cluster(and(see(
connections.(
• Discussion(ensues.(
• Lots(of(input

Reverse brainstorm

•
•
•
•

Accessible(
Get(‘sore’(aspects(out(
Humour(
Making(difficult(matters(negotiable

“Hot potato”

•
•
•
•

Everyone(has(their(say(
• No(consultation(
New(ideas(based(on(the(previous(contributor( • Not(in(depth(
"Forced"(to(write(something(down(
• Forced(to(write(something(down
Motivated(to(come(up(with(something(else

Coherence(
Structure(
Compact(
Together(
Activate(knowledge

Limitations

When*would*you*use*these

• Forced(to(think(in(terms(of(structure(
• Too(compact

•
•
•
•

• People(should(feel(free(to(contribute(
ideas.((Degree(of(security)(
• You(don't(really(get(the(resistance(out(
(because(of(a(positive(approach)(
• Can(go(in(all(directions(if(question(/(goal(
is(not(sufficiently(framed.

• If(there(is(already(a(team.((There(is(
confidence)(
• Generating(a(lot(of(input.

• A(little(too(funny,(not(serious(
• Get(stuck(in(the(negative

• When(a(team(is(not(a(team(In(case(of(
resistance.(
• Possibility(to(ventilate

Introduction(
Start(something(
Organize(thoughts(
Context(and(force(field

• First(1(minute(per(person,(then(1(minute(
in(depth(per(subject(
• Approx.(8(people(
• Start(phase((if(team(has(yet(to(be(
formed)(
• First(inventory
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Brainstorming

Goal of brainstorming

Gathering the knowledge and experience of a group of people in order to be able to answer a certain
question (in this case: what causes are there?)
• The result of a brainstorming is as good as the collective knowledge and experience of those present.
Make sure the right people are present (check with the group of attendees)
• Tell the group the process being followed and described on the next slide
• Develop a positive, open atmosphere in which everyone dares to have their say
• Make sure that sufficient resources are available
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Brainstorming
Required tools

• Felt-tip pens, at least as many as participants and in different colors
• Brainstorming cards: at least 8x10 cm of thicker paper or post-its
• ape, magnets or pins to hang the cards (depending on the wall)
• Perhaps extra boards to hang cards
• Flip chart + paper Scissors
•

Tip: To ensure optimal brainstorming, it is wise to check the space in advance and to determine how the cards or post-its should be hung.
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Brainstorming

How to brainstorm

1.

Describe the question

2.
3.

Write down the question briefly and concisely
Verify that everyone has understood the question correctly

4.

Per participant: felt-tip pen and a minimum of 10 cards.

5.

Write answers on these cards

6.

Collect directly completed cards (no comment)

7.

End when there are no more new tickets

8.

Go through all the cards and put the same cards together

9.

Remove duplicate cards with the filler's permission

10.

Bring structure together with the group
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Brainstorming
How to prioritize

In case of too many results, priority is required
Summarize the results of the brainstorm again and discuss the following steps::
•
•

Set priorities per group or,
Set priorities within the groups

Give each participant 3 or 5 votes and ask each participant to give their votes to the best answers to the question.
Have the participants put dashes / stickers next to the best answer.
One vote per answer, or multiple votes for an answer, but no more than 3 or 5 votes in total per person
Count the votes per answer.
The more votes, the more preference has the answer.
Summarize the result.
Tell what is being done with it and thank the participants.
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Question techniques

What do you want to find out?

General7techniques

Open7questions

(who,$what,$why,$when…and how)

Special7techniques

Clarifying questions
(do$you mean…)

Scaling
(If you were to give a$score$between 1$and 10….)

Closed7questions
(yes/no,$alternatives)

Hypothetical questions
(Stel$dat)

Suggestive questions
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Question techniques
Open questions

Elements

Goal

• What? Why? Who? Where? and How?
• Cannot&be&answered&with&yes&/&no,&but&questions&for&clarification
• Encourage&the&other&person&to&talk
• Reinforces&the&need&to&think&in&the&other
• What&can&you&do&to&...?&
• What&is&the&reason&to&do…?&

Examples

• Who&would&you&like&to&share&this&with?&
• How&do&you&view&this&proposal?&
• What&stops&you?&
• Why&would&you&want&to&change&this?

When to use

• When&you&want&to&explore&someone&else's&frame&or&reference
• We&usually&use&too&few&open&questions&

Remarks

• Why&is&often&considered&intrusion&
• Respond,&research&what&you&need
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Question techniques
Closed questions

• Almost'always'starts'with'a'verb'

Elements

• Can'be'answered'with'yes'or'no'
• One5word'answer

Goal

• Get'specific'information'/'answers
• If'I'understand'correctly,'is'it'important'for'you'to…?'
• Are'you'aware'that'you'have'the'options'to…?'

Examples

• Have'you'already'decided…?'
• Do'you'want'A'or'B?'
• Can'we'agree'that…?

When to use
Remarks

• To'confirm'results'or'decisions'
• At'the'end'of'a'conversation
• Heavy'use'creates'a'sense'of'questioning
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Question techniques
Special techniques

• What$do$you$mean$exactly?$
Clarifying

Are$not$a$conclusion,$

questions

evaluation$or$request

• What$effect$have$you$seen?$
• When$does$the$problem$occur?$
• Do$you$have$any$idea$why$this$is?$
• What$could$be$your$part$in$this?

Scaling

Hypothetical
questions

Check$for$relative$
differences

questions

• On$a$scale$from$1$to$100$...$
• Which$is$more$important,$A$or$B?

Focuses$on$solutions$

• What$should$be$done$to$...$

differences$in$before$

• Suppose$you$have…$what$would$happen?$

and$after

• What$is$needed$to$make$the$situation$worse?

Leads$to$negative$
Suggestive

• If$you$had$to$give$a$grade$for$this$...$

emotion$and$irritation

• Don't$you$agree$that$...$
• Do$you$agree$that$...$
• Don't$you$want$to$...
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Root Caus Analyse (RCA)
Finding out the root cause

• The RCA is a troubleshooting method aimed at identifying the causes of problems or events
• In practice, the cause of a problem is often not solved, but the result is:

Symptoms of the problem
Above the surface

The underlying causes
Below the surface

We often solve visible
symptoms of a
problem

While the root cause
persists

Consequence:
We continue to put out
fires
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Root Caus Analyse (RCA)
Common tools

• Cause & Effect-diagram (Ishikawa)
• 5 x Why
• Pareto-analysis
• FMEA (to be discussed in Improve-phase)
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Qualitative analysis

Cause & Effect (Ishikawa)

• A tool to identify, sort, and view potential causes of a specific problem
• Graphic representation of the relationship(s) between a given output and all possible factors influencing
that output
• Also known as fishbone diagram or Ishikawa

In services it is often used for:

• Forces us to avoid tunnel vision

•

Employee

•

Computer/IT

•

Information

•

Working method

•

Customer/supplier

•

Management

Output%Y
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Qualitative analysis

Cause & Effect (Ishikawa)

• Step 1: Place specific problem in the ‘fish head’ formulated as a question: why….? / what is the reason
for….?
• Step 2: The causes resulting from the question are hung on the main bone. These are the 6M (Method,
Man, Machine, Material, Measure, Mother nature).
• Often used in services: Employee, Computer/IT, Information, Working method, Customer/supplier and
Management
• Step 3: Use brainstorming techniques and focus on the question in the fish head.
• Step 4: Keep asking questions about the mentioned causes with the 5x Why? Method.
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Man

Why can't we link
death reports to funeral
carers?

Method
To many different way to
refer if the if the first line is
unavailable

Call centre employee does
not investigate all
possibilities

Why?

Why?

The call centre doesn’t have
the rights to the Outlook
agenda to see the agenda of
the funeral care

Why?

No uniform
agreements by
regional managers
The necessity is
unknown

Discuss in follow-up

Funeral carer doesn't
share calendar with
call centre

Why?

We don’t keep track of
which death reports
should be picked up as
a matter of urgency

Not every region has
a buddy system

Why?
Funeral care doesn’t
always indicate
availability in Outlook

Measure

Too many death reports in a
given period in a given zip
code

Why?

Increase in ageing and
care homes

Funeral carer is negative
about the means of
control

Why?

Funeral carer fears
too much control over
production

Machine

Material

Mother nature
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Qualitative analysis
5x Why

• The root cause is the core of the problem. When it is resolved, the problem is prevented (preventing is
better than solving)
• The technique of getting to this root cause is called “5xWhy?”
• In theory, this seems to be a very simple technique, but it takes practice to master it.
– Inquire on the right topics to find the root cause.

Ridiculous

Ignorance
Why 1

Why 9

Why 2

Why 8

Why 3

Why 7

Why 4

Why 6
Why 5

Workable

Qualitative analysis
5x Why

Problem

Our customer refuses to pay for print work we have delivered

Why?

The delivery was late, so the folders can’t be used.

Why?

The work took longer than we expected.

Why?

We’d run out of ink for the printer.

Why?
The ink was all used on a large, last minute order.

Why?

We didn’t have enough ink in stock, and the supplier could not deliver
on short notice.

Solution?

Find an ink supplier that can deliver at short notice, so that we can
respond to customer demand with minimal inventory.

Pareto analysis

• Special kind of bar chart where the values are sorted in descending order
• Italian Economist Vilfredo Pareto (1848-1923) 80-20 rule,
• now known as Pareto principle:
20% of the causes are responsible for 80% of the results
Examples:
–

80% of customer complaints arise from 20% of the products or services

–

20% of the products or services account for 80% of the profit

–

20% of the sales managers generate 80% of the company income

–

20% of system flaws cause 80% of system problems
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Pareto analysis
• 80/20 Rule: 20% of the causes is responsible of 80% of the problems.
• Example: complaints airline.
Accommodation cabin

Aantal fouten

Complaints

Costs Scheme Cabin Luggage

Rgs

Tix

80%

80%

50%

50%

Lug. Leg- Length HeadComp.. space chair space Toilet Other

Etc.

Continue the research:
Overhead bin

Luggage compartments
(storage)

Cabin-related complaints
80%

80%

Aantal fouten

65%
50%

Accom.

Food

Drinks

Entertainm.

Sound

Rest

50%

Ovhd
Bin

Below
stoel

Cloth
racks

Other

In#The#Netherlands#80%#of#the#
healthcare#costs#is#spent#on#17%#of#the#
insured#people#9 In#the#town#Urk people#
declare#the#least.#
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Pareto analysis

Focus on 20% of the causes to deal with 80% of the problems.
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Graphical analysis

Support causes with data

Other forms of graphical analysis:
•
•
•
•

Histogram
Boxplot
Bar Chart
Pie Chart
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Agenda day 4
• Principle 3: Flow
• Principle 4: Pull
• DMAIC | Improve
• Lego Game

Lean Green Belt
Day 4
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Agenda day 4
Perfection

Value

Continuous
improvement

Who is the customer ?

Pull
Production on
customer
demand

What does he want ?

Lean

Value Stream
Where do we
add value ?

Flow
Smooth flow
(no bottlenecks)

Principle 3: Flow

• Principle 3: Flow
• Principle 4: Pull
• Lego Game
• DMAIC | Improve

Principle 3: Flow

Flow reduces the lead time by smoothing the process.
• Flow eliminates waste:
– (Intermediate) stock
– Transport
– Waiting
– Etc.

• Flow increases quality
• Achieving flow means you go from thinking in boxes to thinking in chains.
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Principle 3: Flow
Concepts

Takt time
• The rhythm in which the customer orders
• Takt time = effective available production time / customer demand

Exercise
• A shift lasts 7,5 hours.
• A break and the clean up costs 45 minutes per shift
• The customer demand is 920 products per day.
What is the takt time in seconds?
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Principle 3: Flow
Concepts
Exercise
What is the takt time in seconds?
Takt time = Effective available production time / customer demand
Step 1:

What is the effective production time available?
7,5 hours x 60 minutes = 450 minutes
45 minutes break

=

= - 45 minutes =
=

Step 2:

What is the customer demand

Step 3:

Takt time =

27.000 seconds
- 2.700 seconds

24.300 seconds

= 920

!".$%%
= 26,41 seconds
&!%
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Principle 3: Flow
Concepts
• Process Time, PT
- The time it takes to work in the product
- Consists of the CVA, BVA and NVA
! "#$%& '(#)*++ $,-* = '(#)*++ $,-* +$*' / + 1 + 2 + …
• Process Lead Time, PLT
- Actual lead time for producing a single product
- Take the intermediate stocks in account: they must be eliminated first.
! 4*%5 $,-* = '(#)*++ $,-* + (*)#6*(7 $,-* + 8%,$,9: $,-*
• Process Cycle Efficiency, PCE
- The ratio between the time spent working on the product and the total lead time
! ;(#)*++ *<<,),*9)7 =

=>=?@ AB>CDEE =FGD
AB>CDEE @D?H =FGD

∗ 100%
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Principle 3: Flow
Concepts
• Exit Rate, ER
- The speed at which products leave the process
- Is determined by the takt time or the bottleneck
- Expressed in units, for example 20 filters per hour
! "#$% &'%( =

* +,-. /0,+
+12+ +,-.

or "#$% &'%( =

* +,-. /0,+
34++5.0.62

Example exit rate
- The bottleneck at a shop is the ATM. The ATM takes 15 seconds for a payment. The exit rate is:
"#$% &'%( =

* -,0/+.
*7 8.64098

= 4 customers per minute

- Suppose there's only one customer every 30 seconds who wants to pay with card (takt time), the exit
rate would be:
"#$% &'%( =

* -,0/+.
:; 8.64098

= 2 customers per minute
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Principle 3: Flow
Concepts
• Little’s law
- An alternative way to calculate lead time
! "#$% &'(# =

*+,-./-0*1,- 2,345
-6*, .1,-

Example Little’s law
- There are 10 customers in line in a shop. The exit rate is 4 customers per minute. The lead time
considering Little’s law is:

"#$% &'(# =

78 492,3/-.2
: ;-. /*+9,-

= 2,5 minutes

- An alternative way of calculating Little's Law is to multiply the intermediate stock with the bottleneck
(or the takt time if this one’s higher). You will get:
"#$% &'(# = 10 >?@&A(#B@ ∗ 15 @#>AE%@ = = 2,5 minutes
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Principle 3: Flow
Exercise
I

Customer

24
I

I
2

10
Process)step)1

0

I
5

I

0

Customer

30

Process)step)2

Process)step)3

Process)step)4

• Sub4activity
• Sub4activity
• Sub4activity

• Sub4activity
• Suv4activity
• Sub4activity

• Sub4activity
• …

• …

Excecutor
• Number)of)excecutors
• DI4time)process)step

Excecutor
• Number)of)excecutors
• DI4time)process)step

• …

• …

20 s

35 s

Takt)time)=)36)s

30 s

650 s

25 s
250 s

Process)time

35 s
400 s
Waiting)time
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Principle 3: Flow
Exercise
1.

What is the process time (in seconds)?

2. What is the lead time that you deduce from the process measurements (in seconds)?
3. What is the process efficiency?
4. What's the lead time under Little's Law?
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Questions

Principle 3: Flow
Exercise

1.

Process time

2.

Lead time (e.g. process measurements)

3.

Process efficiency

4.

Lead time Little’s Law

I

Customer

24
I

I
2

10
Process*step*1

0

I
5

I

0

Customer

30

Process*step*2

Process*step*3

Process*step*4

• Sub4activity
• Sub4activity
• Sub4activity

• Sub4activity
• Sub4activity
• Sub4activity

• Sub4activity
• …

• …

Excecutor
• Number*of*executors
• DI4time*process*step

Excecutor
• Number*of*executors
• DI4time*process*step

• …

• …

Takt*time*=*36*s
35 s

20 s
30 s

650 s

25 s
250 s

Process*time

35 s
400 s
Wating*time
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Principle 3: Flow
Exercise - answers
1.

What is the processing time (in seconds)?
Total editing time = process time step A + B + C + …
20 + 35 + 25 + 35 = 115 seconds

2. What is the lead time that you deduce from the process measurements (in seconds)?
Lead time = process time + recovery time + waiting time
30 + 20 + 650 + 35 + 250 + 25 + 400 + 35 = 1445 seconds
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Principle 3: Flow
Exercise - answers
3. What is the process efficiency?
Process efficiency = (Total process time / lead time) x 100%
(115 / 1445) x 100% = 8,0%

4. What is the lead time under Little’s Law
Lead time = intermediate stock / exit rate
Intermediate stock = 2 + 10 + 5 + 30 = 47 units*
Exit rate =

! "#$%&'
() *'+,$-*

Lead time =

./ %$#&*
!,)/

= 1,67 units per min.
= 28,2 minutes (1692 seconds)
* We do not count the 24 finished products, because
they no longer 'hinder' our production process

(Alternative way: 47 units * 36 seconds = 1692 seconds)
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Principle 3: Flow
Creating Flow
Action plan:
• Step 1: Determine the maximum time available per process step (takt time)
• Step 2: Eliminate waste
• Step 3: ‘Use’ the people in such a way that the process time is < 90% takt time
Line balancing:
bottleneck sets the
pace

Eliminate waste
(including intermediate
stocks)

available time

1

2

3

4a

4b
Lead time

How did you apply Flow in
the filter factory?

Cut up an activity or
put two people for
the same task
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Principle 3: Flow
Recognize flow

Characteristics of a process that is not balanced
• There are bottlenecks: the most time-intensive process step cannot meet customer demand
• As a result, the work accumulates in that process step
• The expected lead time continues to increase
How do you recognize it?
• Counting the stock: high (and rising) intermediate stock
• Time measurements: process time > takt time
• Disproportionate workload: a lot of workload at the bottleneck, little workload after the bottleneck
Objective: process time = 90% takt time (safe margin of 10%)
• If process time is < 90% of the takt time: there is too much waste (e.g. waiting time)
• If process time is > 90% of the takt time: excessive workload, bottlenecks
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Principle 3: Flow
One-piece-flow

One-piece-flow is the 'ultimate Lean solution':
Lower intermediate inventory and stock a
• Improved quality
• Errors are not passed on to the next process step
• Employees are multi-employable
• Stable and robust
In practice, a mixture is often better
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Agenda day 4
Perfection

Value

Continuous
improvement

Who is the customer ?

Pull
Production on
customer
demand

What does he want ?

Lean

Value Stream
Where do we
add value ?

Flow
Smooth flow
(no bottlenecks)

Principle 4: Pull

• Principle 3: Flow
• Principle 4: Pull
• Lego Game
• DMAIC | Improve

Principle 4: Pull

From push to pull
1. Determine a maximum amount of work in-work (intermediate stock)
2. Produce based on customer needs: outflow is signal for new inflows
Benefits of pull-production
• Less unsolicited or over-made products
• Protection against stockpiling
• Earlier signal that there is an error in the product
• Problems in the workplace become visible

vs.
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Principle 4: Pull

1. Set a ceiling on the amount of intermediate stock
• Useful tool for this is Kanban
• Kan = visual, Ban = board
2. Outflow is the signal for new inflows
• Don't create products that don't have a customer demand (waste)
• Reduces the intermediate and final stock and thus the lead time
•
Examples
• Two-bin-kanban
• Production-kanban
• Signal-kanban
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Principle 4: Pull
Kanban variants

Signal-kanban

Two bin-kanban
Production-kanban
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Principle 4: Pull

Designing a Pull system
• Step 1: Determine current performance
– Calculate the lead time
– Calculate process efficiency
• Step 2: Determine the desired performance
– Determine the desired process efficiency (business objective)
– Calculate the corresponding lead time (the process time remains the same)
– Calculate the maximum intermediate stock to reach the lead time.
This is also called the WIP-cap (maximum Work In Progress).
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Principle 4: Pull
Exercise

Information current situation
• Exit rate = 10 requests per hour
• Intermediate stock = 20 requests
• Process time = 6 minutes per request
• Available time = 100 hours
Question 1
a) What is the current lead time?
b) What is the process efficiency?
Question 2
Imagine: In the new situation, management wants a process efficiency of 10%.
a) What is the corresponding lead time?
b) What should the WIP-cap (maximum intermediate stock) be to get this?
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Principle 4: Pull
Exercise - answers

Information current situation
• Exit rate = 10 requests per hour
• Intermediate stock = 20 requests
• Process time = 6 minutes per request
• Available time = 100 hours
Question 1 method:
a) What is the lead time?
Lead time =

!"#$%&$'!(#$ )#*+,
$-!# %(#$

=

/0 %$12$)#)
30 %$12$)#) 4$% 5*2%

= 2 hours (120 minutes)

b) What is the process efficiency?
Process efficiency =

#*#(6 4%*+$)) #!&$
6$(' #!&$

∗ 100% =

; &!"2#$)
3/0 &!"2#$)

∗ 100% = 5%
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Principle 4: Pull
Exercise - answers

Question 2 method:
In the new situation, management wants a process efficiency of 10%.
a) What is the corresponding lead time?
Process efficiency =
2 +*34!()
$(#, !*+(

!"!#$ %&"'()) !*+(
$(#, !*+(

= 0,1 ! Lead time =

∗ 100% =

2 +*34!()
6,7

2 +*34!()
$(#, !*+(

∗ 100% = 10%

= 60 minutes (1 hour)

b) What should the WIP-cap (maximum intermediate stock) be?
Lead time =
1 hour =

*3!(&+(,*#!( )!"'8
(9*! &#!(

*3!(&+(,*#!( )!"'8
76 &(:4()!) %(& ;"4&

Intermediate stock = 1 hour * 10 requests per hour = 10 requests
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Principle 4: Pull

Pull used in services

Many processes are initiated by the customer:
• Permit application comes in trough a system;
• Customer passes on an order by phone;
• Customer walks into a store;
• Patient arrives at the ER.
But this does not mean that the value stream is arranged according to the pull principle:
• Departments (intern customers) determine where the priorities lie;
• Blood collection in patients (”rainbow draw”): more tubes of blood than necessary.
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Principle 4: Pull

Characteristics of a service pull system

In the services sector, Pull often focuses on information and people (customers and employees)
Pull often takes the form of a Sequential Pull System:
• Maximum amount of work on hand (WIP-cap)
• Process requests according to FIFO principle or other agreements
• Adjust capacity in case of fluctuating customer demand
• Service-level agreements between departments (VOC)
Benefits pull in the services sector:
• Higher service reliability
• Process easier to control
• Improved staff occupation (flexible)
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Simulation game

Getting started with Flow and Pull

209

Simulation game

Getting started with Flow and Pull

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

• No preparation: don't start until you've received a half-product
• No repair work: once a mistake is made, just pass it on
• Work at a normal pace (not fast, not slow)
• No help from colleagues: up to one person per station
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Agenda day 4
• Principle 3: Flow
• Principle 4: Pull
• Lego Game
• DMAIC | Improve

DMAIC | Improve

Improve

Define
Starting(up(
the(project

Measure
Determine(
current(
situation

Analyse
Identify(root(causes

Improve

Control

Designing(and(
testing(
improvements

Implement,(
monitor(and(
anchor

Result:
• Design improvements
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Diverge

Brainstorming

Guidelines:
1. Clear formulation of the goal.
2. Give everyone some time (a few minutes) to let his or her thoughts flow.
3. Collect ideas:
• All the ideas are welcome, no discussion or critique.
• Build on the ideas of others.
• You can collect the ideas in different ways (for example: post it’s).

4. Use techniques to revive the brainstorm (energizers).
5. Close the brainstorm with a:
• List of all the ideas.
• Merge all the similar ideas.
• Make clear what the next steps are.
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Diverge

Brainstorming
Do's

Don’t's

Keep it short

Be critical

Give the participants time to let their
thoughts flow.

Judge the ideas as soon as the are
being shared.

Build on excising ideas.

Nominate the project leader in the
session

Organize, categorize, and evaluate
only at the end of the session.

Write down only fragments of the ideas

Strive for quality
Provide an open atmosphere in which
people are encouraged to contribute.
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Diverge

The six thinking hats of Bono

‘6 thinking hats’
• Looking at the question or the problem from different perspectives
• By putting on the different thinking hats you can see the problems
from another, maybe even better, side.
• Each of the six different thinking hats represent a particular vision to
look at the problem or the question.
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Diverge

The six thinking hats of Bono

White hat: There are a lot of tablets and
phones nowadays. Kids play outside too
little and do not develop motor skills
enough.
Black hat: If kids play outside, they could
hurt themselves and accidents will happen.
Staying inside is safer!
Red hat Playing outside makes kids
socially stronger.
Yellow hat: Playing outside is healthy.
Fresh air, space, fantasies, and it also
makes kids move around more.
Green hat: A lot of games can be played
inside if they are careful.
Blue hat: Defines dan rules.
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Improve

Design the improvement

• In the Analyze-phase we have established the root cause of several influencing factors..
• These influencing factors form the starting point for the Improve-phase, where we find an appropriate
improvement.

Root cause

Creative
Brainstorming
- Mind map
- Lateral thinking
- 6 thinking hats

Divergent
thinking

Convergent
thinking

Incubation
Clarify
opinions and
deduplicate.
Converge to
7 solutions.

Decision

Rational,thinking:
Fishbone diagram
Multi-voting
Solution Selection
Matrix
Pairwise comparison

Riscanalysis

First,Time,Right:
FMEA
Poka Yoke

Streamlining

Pilot and
implementation

Do,,Check,,Act:
Pilot
Implementation
plan
and evaluation
Control plan
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Converge

Solution Selection Matrix

Method to compare alternatives based on criteria and the importance of those criteria.
•
•
•
•

Step
Step
Step
Step

1:
2:
3:
4:

Make a list of the desired criteria.
Assign weight (1-100) to the list of the desired criteria.
Compare the possible solutions based on the established criteria (score 1-10).
Calculate the total score (weight x score)

Crtitical factors

Weight

Stay

House A House B

Backyard

30

3

6

9

Own parking space

5

8

8

8

Detached house
Distance to the city
center
Price
Total&score

20

1

9

9

15

9

3

6

30

7

5

1

100

495

595

610
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Improve

Design the improvement

• In the Analyze-phase we have established the root cause of several influencing factors..
• These influencing factors form the starting point for the Improve-phase, where we find an appropriate
improvement.

Root cause

Creative
Brainstorming
- Mind map
- Lateral thinking
- 6 thinking hats

Divergent
thinking

Convergent
thinking

Incubation
Clarify
opinions and
deduplicate.
Converge to
7 solutions.

Decision

Rational,thinking:
Fishbone diagram
Multi-voting
Solution Selection
Matrix
Pairwise comparison

Riscanalysis

First,Time,Right:
FMEA
Poka Yoke

Streamlining

Pilot and
implementation

Do,,Check,,Act:
Pilot
Implementation
plan
and evaluation
Control plan
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Improve

Design the improvement

• In the Analyze-phase we have established the root cause of several influencing factors..
• These influencing factors form the starting point for the Improve-phase, where we find an appropriate
improvement.

Root cause

Creative
Brainstorming
- Mind map
- Lateral thinking
- 6 thinking hats

Divergent
thinking

Convergent
thinking

Incubation
Clarify
opinions and
deduplicate.
Converge to
7 solutions.

Decision

Rational,thinking:
Fishbone diagram
Multi-voting
Solution Selection
Matrix
Pairwise comparison

Riscanalysis

First,Time,Right:
FMEA
Poka Yoke

Streamlining

Pilot and
implementation

Do,,Check,,Act:
Pilot
Implementation
plan
and evaluation
Control plan
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Improve ► Risc Analysis

Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA)

A FMEA investigates the consequences of possible failure on a product or a process. In this way we can
provide constructive (process-)measures in advance to prevent, lower the chances of, or reduce the
impact of the possible failure.
Goal
• Recognize causes and find possible weak spots in a process.
• Assign priorities for further analysis.
• Estimate the risk for the customer / organization.
• Define measures to reduce the risk.
You can use FMEA at two times within the DMAIC:
1. Analyze-phase – finding the RCA ! qualitative analysis
2. Improve-phase – mitigate risks of a new situation
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Improve ► Risc Analysis
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA)
Researching the consequences of possible failure can be done by analyzing three axes:
Failure modes:
1. Severity: how serious is the possible failure?

(1-10)

2. Frequency of occurrence: how many times will the failure happen

(1-10)

3.Likelihood of detection: chances you will not find the failure in time

(1-10)

Risk Priority Number (RPN)
RPN = Severity x Frequency of occurrence x Likelihood of detection
Based on the RPN you prioritize the risks you want to mitigate.
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Improve ► Risc Analysis
FMEA: Lead time for ordering coffee

Improve ► Risc Analysis

FMEA: Lead time for ordering coffee
Inputs
Hot&water
Soap
Brush
Clean&pot
Dirty&water
Wet&brush
Full&pot

Clean&Pot
Fill&pot&with&
water
Pour&water&from&
pot&into&machine

Outputs
Clean&pot
Dirty&water
Wet&brush

Inputs
Client
Order
Size

Full&pot

Order
Hot&coffee
Cup

Full&reservoir
Empty&pot

Put&coffee&filter&
into&machine

Machine&with&filter

Full&cup
Client
Milk&&&sugar
Amount

Machine&with&filter
Fresh&coffee
Dosing&scoop

Add&coffee&into&
filter

Machine&with&filter
&&coffee

Full&order
Money

Machine&with&filter
&&coffee

Switch&on&
machine

Switch&on
Heat&up&coffee

Giving&coffee

Select&how&to&make&
coffee

Select&coffee&
modus

Hot&coffee

Filter

Outputs
Receive&order

Full&order

Pour&into&cup

Full&cup

Ask&for&
milk/sugar

Answer&client
Amount
Full&order

Pay

Change
Temperature
Taste
Strength

Thank

Smile
Happy&customer
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Improve ► Risc Analysis

FMEA: Lead time for ordering coffee

Focus(on(the(one(or(two(points(with(the(
highest(score(to(work(on(first.(
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Improve ► Risicoanalyse
FMEA: Lead time for ordering coffee
Process
Actions
Proces s tap Potentiele Potentiele S everity/
Potentiele
Occurrence Huidige Detection/ R is k Priority Aanbevolen Verantwoordelijke Ondernomen Herziene
fout
effecten
E rns t
oorzaken /
/Frequentie controle Detectie Number (R PN)
Actie
en deadline
actie
S everity/
mogelijkheid van de fout (1 -1 0) mechanis men
(1 -1 0)
/
(1 -1 0)
E rns t
van de fouten
regulerin
(1 -1 0)
gen
Wat is de
s tap?

Op welke
manier kan
de
proces s tap
fout gaan

Verkeerde
Vul kan met
hoeveelheid
water
water

Water te
warm

P ot niet
s choon

Wat zijn
de
huidige
controle
s die de
fout
voorkom
en of de
fout
detecter
en?

Koffie te
s terk of te
s lap

8

Vervaagde
inhoud markering
op de pot

4

Vis ueel

4

1 28

Vervang pot

J an

P ot vervangen

8

1

3

24

Koffie te
s terk of te
s lap

8

E r wordt water
gemors t na het
vullen

5

Geen

9

360

Train
medewerkers

J an

Medewerkers
trainen

8

2

7

112

Koffie te
s terk

8

Nog warm water
uit de kraan

8

Vinger

8

51 2

Train
medewerkers

J an

Medewerkers
trainen

8

2

6

96

Koffie te
s terk

8

Medewerker weet
niet dat water
koud moet zijn

7

Geen

10

560

Train
medewerkers

P iet

Medewerkers
trainen

8

1

8

64

P ot niet
gewas s en

4

Vis ueel

4

1 60

Wijs een
controleur
aan voor het
ops laan

P iet

Vera is de
nieuwe
ins pecteur

10

1

4

40

350

Creeer
makkelijke
opberg
ruimte en
train
medewerkers

Marie

Nieuwe opberg
ruimte en
medewerkers
getraind

10

2

3

60

S lechte
s maak

10

10

P ot verkeerd
opgeborgen

7

Training

5

Wat zijn de
Wie is
Actie die is
Hoe
Hoe
Hoe
acties om verantwoordelijk uitgevoerd erns tig is vaak waars chij
de
voor de te
om R PN te
het
verwacht nlijk is het
frequentie
ondernemen
verlagen
effect op men dat dat men
van de
actie en wanneer
de klant? de klacht de fout of
oorzaak te is de deadline?
voorkom oorzaak
reduceren
t?
ontdekt?
of om de
detectie
mogelijkhei
d te
verbeteren

Herziene
R is k
Priority
Number
(R PN)

Wat is de
Hoe
Wat is de
Hoe vaak
impact op erns tig is oorzaak van de verwacht
de klant
het
fout in het
men dat de
als de fout effect op proces (hoe
klacht
mogelijkhei de klant? kan de fout
voorkomt?
d niet
onts taan? )
wordt
voorkomen
of wordt
gecorrigee
rd?

Viezigheid
in de pot

Hoe
R is k Priority
waars chij Number S E V x
nlijk is het OCC x DE T
dat men
de fout of
oorzaak
ontdekt?

Results
Herziene Herziene
Occurre Detection
nce/Freq /Detectie
uentie
(1 -1 0)
(1 -1 0)

R is k
Priority
Number
SEV x
OCC x
DE T

Improve

Design the improvement

• In the Analyze-phase we have established the root cause of several influencing factors..
• These influencing factors form the starting point for the Improve-phase, where we find an appropriate
improvement.

Root cause

Creative
Brainstorming
- Mind map
- Lateral thinking
- 6 thinking hats

Divergent
thinking

Convergent
thinking

Incubation
Clarify
opinions and
deduplicate.
Converge to
7 solutions.

Decision

Rational,thinking:
Fishbone diagram
Multi-voting
Solution Selection
Matrix
Pairwise comparison

Riscanalysis

First,Time,Right:
FMEA
Poka Yoke

Streamlining

Pilot and
implementation

Do,,Check,,Act:
Pilot
Implementation
plan
and evaluation
Control plan
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Improve ► Risc Analysis
Poka Yoke

• Smart process design to make sure mistakes can not be made again.
• Literal meaning (from Japanese):
• Poka: “unintentional mistake"
• Yoke: “prevent”

‘Unintentional-mistake’ ‘Prevent’----
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Improve ► Risc Analysis
Poka Yoke

Method to form a process or product in a way that makes it almost impossible to make mistakes.
Striving for “it can’t go wrong” (failsafe).

Failsafe
Visual control
means
Visual aids

Force:
It can’t go wrong
Warn:
Warn for deviations
Being able to see:
Visual information
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Improve

Design the improvement

• In the Analyze-phase we have established the root cause of several influencing factors..
• These influencing factors form the starting point for the Improve-phase, where we find an appropriate
improvement.

Root cause

Creative
Brainstorming
- Mind map
- Lateral thinking
- 6 thinking hats

Divergent
thinking

Convergent
thinking

Incubation
Clarify
opinions and
deduplicate.
Converge to
7 solutions.

Decision

Rational,thinking:
Fishbone diagram
Multi-voting
Solution Selection
Matrix
Pairwise comparison

Riscanalysis

First,Time,Right:
FMEA
Poka Yoke

Streamlining

Pilot and
implementation

Do,,Check,,Act:
Pilot
Implementation
plan
and evaluation
Control plan
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Improve ► Pilot and implementation
Pilot

• The pilot is the (full or partial) test of a proposed solution that we carry out on a small scale to
understand the effects of the solutions better.
• By learning from the pilot can we learn to implement the solution on a bigger scale..
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Set up a plan to run the pilot
Make a data collection plan (DCP)
Communicate the approach and strategy.
Train the staff.
Run the pilot and data collection according to plan.
Evaluate the effectiveness of the solution.
Determine if there are more cause/effect relation that can help to reach the improvement goal.
Evaluate the implementation of the entire pilot.
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Improve ► Pilot and implementation
Implementation plan

Determining and providing insight on all activities, responsibilities and data that are relevant for a
successful implementation.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Often on 1 a A4 (looks like the Project Charter)
Simply written down
Clear TVB’s (tasks, responsibilities, authorities)
Planning
Important risks
Plan for mitigating risks
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Improve ► Risc Analysis
Implementation plan

Achtergrond.&.Doelstelling.
Het SC kan op veel verschillende manieren worden benaderd via telefonie, maar
88% van het totale aanbod is afkomstig van de 342/ 350 en 470 lijn.
In de huidige situatie wordt er een onderscheid gemaakt in de prioriteitstelling van
het beantwoorden van het aanbod op deze lijnen. Klanten die contact opnemen
met het SC via de 470 lijn (ABN AMRO) worden vooraan in de wachtrij geplaatst en
zijn de eerstvolgende die te woord worden gestaan door de SC medewerkers. Deze
voorkeursbehandeling heeft echter een aantal belangrijke consequenties, te weten:
• De huidige wachttijd op de 470 lijn (11 sec) is hierdoor een stuk korter dan de
wachttijd op de 350 lijn (51 sec)
• Een stijging van de wachttijd op de 470 lijn is van zeer grote invloed op de
wachttijd van de 350 lijn
• De wachttijd en volgorde waarin klanten bij het SC worden geholpen is
onvoorspelbaar, omdat de 470 lijn bovenaan in de wachtrij instroomt. (Het KKV
verplicht verzekeraars om informatie te bieden aan bellende klanten over de totale
wachttijd tot het moment dat ze in contact komen met een medewerker).

Aanpak.&.Planning
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Opstellen concept plan van aanpak pilot 470-lijn
• Datum/ duur
• Stakeholders (aanhaken IT)
• Mogelijke gevolgen
• Extra capaciteit
• In kaart brengen noodplan
Goedkeuring Pilot
Uitvoeren Pilot
Analyse resultaten pilot
Afstemming analyse met teamleiders
Inrichten besturing en controls
Doorvoeren verbetervoorstel

wk 4

wk
wk
wk
wk
wk
wk

4
5
5
5
6
6

Business.Case.
Baten
Huidige situatie
• Wachttijd 350 lijn (aanbod 342/350)
51 sec*
• Wachttijd 470 lijn
11 sec
• Excessen (+240 sec)
3% van totaal aanbod
Nieuwe situatie

Verbetervoorstel.&.Aanpak.
Gegeven de invloed van de voorrangsregeling van de 470 lijn op de wachttijd van
het overige aanbod telefonie in combinatie met het niet kunnen voorspellen van de
wachttijd is het verbetervoorstel om de huidige voorrangsregeling voor de 470 lijn te
laten vervallen. Hierbij zal het aanbod op de 470 lijn dezelfde rechten krijgen die
andere SC klanten hebben. –”All calls are equal”De huidige wachttijd op de 470 lijn zal naar verwachting van 11 sec naar 38 sec
(ceteris paribus). Daarnaast wordt door het wegvallen van de voorrangsregeling de
wachttijd op de 350 lijn minder afhankelijk van het aanbod op de 470 lijn. De
huidige wachttijd op de 350 lijn van 51 sec (excl. bandje) zal daarom naar
verwachting dalen met iets meer dan 12 sec tot 38 sec. (ceteris paribus). De
wachttijden voor alle lijnen worden uitgesmeerd en de kans op excessen (door
voordringen van de 470 lijn) wordt aanzienlijk kleiner dan dit in de huidige situatie
het geval is.
Het omzetten van de voorrangsregeling kan technisch eenvoudig worden ingeregeld.
Om te toetsen of het laten vallen van de voorrangsregeling ook de gewenste
resultaten oplevert zal er op 2 februari een pilot worden gehouden. Hiervoor is een
apart plan van aanpak opgesteld.

• Wachttijd 350 lijn (aanbod 342/350)
• Wachttijd 470 lijn
38 sec*
• Excessen (+240 sec)
…
(Uitkomst pilot)

38 sec*

Kosten
• Geen kosten (betreft technische omschakeling)

* Wachttijden gebaseerd op mediaan
Teamsamenstelling.
<Naam>
<Naam>
<Naam>
<Naam>
<Naam>
<Naam>
<Naam>
<Naam>

Trekker verbetervoorstel
Teamlid
Teamleider
Teamleider
Teamleider
Teamleider
Technische ondersteuning
Manager SC
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Improve ► Risc Analysis
Implementation plan

Background'&'Objective
The'SC'can'be'accessed'in'many'different'ways'via'telephony,'but'88%'of'the'total'offer'comes'
from'the'342/350'and'470'line.'
In'the'current'situation,'a'distinction'is'made'in'the'prioritization'of'answering'the'offer'on'these'
lines.'Customers'who'contact'the'SC'via'the'470'line'(ABN'AMRO)'are'placed'at'the'front'of'the'
queue'and'are'the'next'to'be'answered'by'the'SC'employees.'However,'this'preferential'
treatment'has'a'number'of'important'consequences,'namely:'
• The'current'waiting'time'on'the'470'line'(11'sec)'is'therefore'a'lot'shorter'than'the'waiting'
time'on'the'350'line'(51'sec)'
• An'increase'in'the'waiting'time'on'the'470'line'has'a'major'impact'on'the'waiting'time'on'the'
350'line'
• The'waiting'time'and'order'in'which'customers'are'served'at'the'SC'is'unpredictable,'because'
the'470'line'flows'into'the'top'of'the'queue.'(The'KKV'requires'insurers'to'provide'information'
to'calling'customers'about'the'total'waiting'time'until'the'moment'they'come'into'contact'with'
an'employee).

Approach'&'Planning
1. Drawing'up'a'draft'plan'of'action'pilot'470[line'
• Date'/'duration
• Stakeholders'(joining'of'IT)
• Possible consequences
• Extra capacity
• Mapping emergency plan
2. Pilot'approval'
3. Run'Pilot'
4. Analysis'of'the'results'of'the'pilot'
5. Coordination'analysis'with'team'leaders'
6. Setting'up'controls'and'controls'
7. Implement'improvement'proposal'

wk 4

wk
wk
wk
wk
wk
wk

4
5
5
5
6
6

Business'Case'
Benefits
Current situation
• Waiting time 350 line (offer 342/350)
51 sec*
• Waiting time 470 line
11 sec
• Excesses (+240 sec)
3% van of total offer
New situatie

Improvement'proposal'&'Approach
Given'the'influence'of'the'priority'regulation'of'the'470'line'on'the'waiting'time'of'the'other'
telephony'offer,'in'combination'with'the'inability'to'predict'the'waiting'time,'the'improvement'
proposal'is'to'discontinue'the'current'priority'regulation'for'the'470'line.'The'offer'on'the'470'line'
will'receive'the'same'rights'as'other'SC'customers.'[ ”All'calls'are'equal”'–
The'current'waiting'time'on'the'470'line'is'expected'to'go'from'11'sec'to'38'sec'(ceteris'paribus).'
In'addition,'the'disappearance'of'the'priority'regulation'makes'the'waiting'time'on'the'350'line'
less'dependent'on'the'offer'on'the'470'line.'The'current'waiting'time'on'the'350'line'of'51'sec'
(excl.'Tape)'is'therefore'expected'to'decrease'by'just'over'12'sec'to'38'sec.'(ceteris'paribus).'The'
waiting'times'for'all'lines'are'spread'out'and'the'chance'of'excesses'(due'to'the'470'line'pushing'
ahead)'is'considerably'smaller'than'is'the'case'in'the'current'situation.'
The'conversion'of'the'priority'regulation'can'be'easily'arranged'technically.'A'pilot'will'be'held'on'
2'February'to'test'whether'dropping'the'priority'regulation'will'also'produce'the'desired'results.'
A'separate'action'plan'has'been'drawn'up'for'this.

• Waiting time 350 line (offer 342/350)
• Waiting time 470 lijn
38 sec*
• Excesses (+240 sec)
…
(Results pilot)

38 sec*

Costs
• No kosten (concerns'technical'conversion)

* Waiting times based on median
Team
<Name>
<Name>
<Name>
<Name>
<Name>
<Name>
<Name>
<Name>

Responsibel improvement proposal
Team member
Team leader
Team leader
Team leader
Team leader
Technical support
Manager SC
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Agenda day 5
• DMAIC | Control
• Principle 5: Perfection
• Change management
• Exam
• Closing

Lean Green Belt
Day 5

Agenda day 5
• DMAIC | Control
• Principle 5: Perfection
• Change management
• Exam
• Closing

DMAIC | Control

Control

Define
Starting(up(
the(project

Measure
Determine(
current(
situation

Analyse
Identify(root(causes

Improve

Control

Designing(and(
testing(
improvements

Implement,(
monitor(and(
anchor

• Process control
• Project completion
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Control ► Process control

Performance

Why process control?

Before/the/project
Tijd
Time

Successful/
implementation

No/maintenance
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Control ► Process control
Why process control ?

Value

Measure
Define

Improvement
Analyse

Improve

Control

Time

Prevent relapse
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Control ► Process control
Elements of process control

• Process documentation
• Roles and responsibilities
• Control Plan
• Statistical Process Control
• Coaching
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Control ► Process control
Process documentation

Capture the new situation using the following instruments:
• SIPOC
• VSM current state
• VSM future state
• Work instructions
• Standard work (SOP)
(Standard Operating Procedure)
•

Communication and making available for the other teams and the organization

•

Generate a base for further improvements in the organization.

•

Securing results and data for future comparisons.
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Control ► Process control
Roles and responsibilities

• Many organizations have trouble finding the balance between solving small daily problems and
structural improvement.
• Joseph Juran designed a model for organizing a way to solve the small daily problems and keep
structurally improving.

Management

Process owners

Coordination of improvement
projects
Implement improvement
projects to solve chronic
problems

Employees at the workspace

Responding to occasional
problems

Automatic process control

Responding to predictable
daily problems
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Control ► Process control
Control Plan

The Control plan is an overview of all the elements of a process that we want to control and monitor to
prevent us form falling into old habits.
Of these elements, we mention:
- The person responsible for implementing the control plan.
- What you are going to control.
- Which X or Y it concerns.
- Specifications of the X or Y
- What procedures you must control in this element.
- Measurement plan: what and how you will measure.
- Response plan: what actions do you take if you deviate too much from the specifications?
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Control ► Process control

Out of Control Action Plan (OCAP)

• Part of the Control Plan
• Emergency plan for a ‘out of control situation’
• Flowchart with decisions and actions to get X back under control.
Goal:
• To get control back of an ‘out of control situation’
• Take immediate action with working instructions and procedures.
Example:
• Product recalls
• Andon: stop production line
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Control ► Process control

Out of Control Action Plan (OCAP)

Flowchart
• Based on the knowledge and experience of the
process.
• Most of this knowledge is already present by making
a process FMEA.
• ‘Living document’, updates over and over based on
experience
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Control ► Process control

Statistical Process Control (SPC)

SPC is to statistically control the process. After the process limits are set, SPC can be used to assess
whether a process is under control.
Purpose of SPC:
• Process monitoring: recognizing and perusing process dispersal.
• Discover is the process is stable and under control.
• Identifying usual and special causes.
• Determine the tools to control the process.

Walter*A.*Shewhart
(Bell*Laboratories)
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Control

Define
Starting(up(
the(project

Measure
Determine(
current(
situation

Analyse
Identify(root(causes

Improve

Control

Designing(and(
testing(
improvements

Implement,(
monitor(and(
anchor

• Process control
• Project completion
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Control ► Finishing the project
Criteria

The project can be completed if:
• The project is fully and correctly implemented.
• The results are insightful for both the project team as the stakeholders
• The transfer is well structured to the line of organization.
• The possible next steps are clear.
• The lessons of the project are learned
• The client has agreed to finishing the project

Tip: Always evaluate the project with the team to learn!
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Control ► Finishing the project
Financial results

• It is important to make the financial results of your project transparent.
• Therefore, involve someone that can help you with the financial insight for your project (accountant,
controller) as soon as possible.
• For the financial results, you estimate the resulting or expected savings from your improvements.
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Control ► Finishing the project
Financial results

Invoices+received

• 1+hour/dag
• 260+hours+per+year+a+€+50/+invoice

€13.000

Match+purchase+order

• 10+min+per+invoice
• 7000+invoices+/+year+=+1167+hours

€58.333

Application+approval

• 1Gmin+per+invoice
• 7000+invoices+/+year+=+1167+hours

€58.333

Final+booking,+making+payable,+
approving+and+settling

• 1+min+/+invoice+(mean)
• Total+116+hours

Old+process+€+135.466+in+total
(€+19,35+per+invoice)

€ +7 0
.0 0
s a v in 0 +
gs

By+only+accepting+
invoices+with+purchase+
order,+this+has+been+
reduced+to+3+minutes+
per+invoice+=
€+17.500

Approval+reduced+to+5+
minutes+per+invoice+=+
€29.167

€5.800
New+process+€+65.477+in+total
(€+9,35+per+invoice)
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Control ► Finishing the project
Celebrate the success !
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Agenda day 5
• DMAIC | Control
• Principle 5: Perfection
• Change management
• Exam
• Closing

Lean Principle 5: Perfection
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Principle 5: Perfectie
What is it ?

• Continue improvement
• Use the time you save to talk to your customers and suppliers about their (new) needs.
• Organize a (consultation) structure in which continue improvement is a part of the daily work.
Instruments and techniques:
• 5S
• Day- and week starts
• Kaizen-events
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Organize workplace

Inspect workplace

Maintain and
continue
improvement
256

Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s

Maintain &
continue
improvement

Shitsuke
Sustain
Seiketsu
Standardize

Seiton
Shine
Seiso
Set in order
Seiri
Sort

Identify and
eliminate waste

Maximum contribution:
↑ Stability
↑ Efficiency
↑ Morality
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Sort

258

Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Set in order
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Shine
Shine (clean):
• Eliminate the sources of disturbance and pollution.
• Arrangements for cleaning
• Divide responsibilities
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Standardize

• Communicate about the agreements
• Visual aids to spot deviations

This%is%the%place%
where%the%barrel%
should%be

When%the%barrel%is%
gone,%we%don't%
know%it%should%be%
here:%the%place%has%
no%meaning

A%simple%line%is%the%
1st%step%to%a%
workplace%‘with%a%
voice’

When%the%barrel%is%
gone,%there%is%also%
an%empty%space:%
there%should%be%
something%
(by%adding%a%'home%
address'%we%even%know%
what%should%be%there)
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Stimulate and sustain
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Example Royal Air Force

After applying 5S

Before applying 5S
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Also important: 6th S (Safety)

Harold Lloyd's "Safety Last"- 1923
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s

5S | Just do it! (approach first 3 S’s)

Step 1: Make pictures of the current situation (make the team do this themselves).
Step 2: Determine the place for the things you do not need anymore. (the ‘Dropzone’) and put red stickers on something that is not needed
but can’t be moved.
Step 3: Sort - make 2 categories: In and Out
•

Do I need this? (often / not often)
– If so, in which amounts?
– If so, is this the right place?

Step 4: Bring the items that should be removed to the ‘dropzone.’ If everything is ready, determine which items will be really removed and
how.
Step 5: Select– Put the “in” items in the right place
Step 6: Shine (clean) – Make sure that the “in” items:
•

Are easily to find/grab (for example by using clear labels or folders).

•

Stay in good conditions

•

Everything is clean

Step 7: Make pictures of the new situation.
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
5S | The 4th and 5th S

• Beware, the perform the fifth 5S seems simple. The hard part is in the fourth and fifth steps: standardize
and sustain. Standardize and Sustain need discipline and continue attention of the management and
the workplace.
• A remedy is that you need to make sure the improvements become a habit, a standard part of the day
to work on improvements (for example day starts, week starts with fixed subjects).
• Continue to monitor discipline.

Link
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Of great importance!

• 5S is a particularly visible form of an improvement process.
• The workplace is involved in the 5S from the start until the end and knows what is going on.
• It helps to make the work run better.
• It is the beginning of ‘visual management’:, makes visible what happens at the workplace, mistakes will
be noticed quickly.
• It is an continuous source of improvement actions.
• A 5S session introduces the first improvement board with a visible action plan to follow the
improvement actions and initiate new ones.
• 5S is THE foundation for KAIZEN improvement.
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Principle 5: Perfection ► Consultation structure
Day start

“Every day a little bit better
• Standing consultation of 10-15 minutes.
• Improve with common sense and little financial resources.
• Use an improvement board.

Goals for the day start
1. Look back on the day before, what went
well and what could be better based on
the results.
2. Look forward to today, discuss the
capacity and anticipate possible
disruptions.
3. Identify improvements and discuss
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Principle 5: Perfection ► Consultation structure
Week start

• A well-prepared consultation
• Clear agenda
• Improvement-oriented dialogue
• Consultation of 45-60 minutes
Goals of the week start:
1. Sharing the situation, denoting and celebrate successes, and define (improvement) actions based on the
results.
2. Look forward to the coming week, anticipate the possible disruptions and decide on the point of focus.
3. Determine the progress of (ongoing) improvement actions and establish adjustments
4. Share knowledge about the subjects.
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Principle 5: Perfection ► Consultation Structure
Day start vs Week start

Day start
• Duration: 5 - max 15 min
• Frequency: usually daily, or multiple
times a week.
• Standing meeting at the day start
board.
• Focuses on quickly and instantly
direct signals and KPI’s
• Analysis of the current working stock
and the bottlenecks within them.
• Improve with common sense and
little financial resources.

Week$start
• Duration: 30 - 60 min
• Frequency: mostly weekly
• Sitting meeting in separate rooms supported
by a slide set or other materials.
• The week start focuses on short/medium term
based directing on development and trends
(in KPI’s)
• Identify improvement potential of the
ongoing improvement initiatives.
• Analysis and conclusion about the results of
the last term.
• Agreements and actions.
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Principle 5: Perfection ► Consultation structure
Tips for a day- and week start

Hygiene matters
– Set the goal – why do we have this meeting?
– Timeboxed (clear start- and ending time)
– Calendar with fixed and flexible topics.
– Rotation of the process supervisor / chairman?
– Make sure the board is up-to-date before the meeting (Kanban?)
– Standing
– Celebrate successes!
Quality of the dialogue
– ‘Everyone’ gets a chance to speak
– Proper level of detail of the topics discussed.
– Give feedback and compliments.
Content topics
– Understanding and discussing process performance (e.g. KPIs)
– Discuss customer information (complaints / compliments / etc.)
– Discuss trends
– Capacity / workload insight.
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Principle 5: Perfection
Improvement ideas

The moment to change work is while discussing improvement ideas.
• Points of improvement are written on an improvement board.
• Always describe the problem first.
• Check for root causes.
• Make the improvement ideas a standard agenda item of the week start.
Improvement,board
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Principle 5: Perfection
Kaizen events

There are two types of Kaizen:
• Gemba Kaizen: ‘Changes for better at the workplace’
• Kaikaku Kaizen: ‘Radical changes for better’ (4 weeks)

Beware, Kaiaku =
‘change for the worse’
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Principle 5: Perfection
Gemba Kaizen

Kaizen = Culture of continue improvement, step-by-step incremental (Gemba Kaizen):
Improve with common sense and little financial resources.
Focuses on:

Filled in by:

Workplace organization (5S)

Consultation structure (‘review of the week’)

Waste

Visual management

Standardize

Improvement boards
Process performance

Examples Gemba Kaizen:
• Toyota: Andon (‘lamp’) for
status process
• Hospital: improvement board
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Principle 5: Perfection

Kaizen Event Cycle (Kaikaku Kaizen)

Sometimes rapid, drastic change is necessary!
! Kaizen event (Kaikaku Kaizen):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four-week project.
A fully available focus group
From the problem all the way to the implementation of the solution.
The problem is urgent
Scope is clear
Often the solution is not yet known

Looks like the DMAIC: in many ways.
Check)and)secure

Implement improvements

Generate improvements

Define problem and goals

Measure facts

Analyse)facts
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Agenda day 5
• DMAIC | Control
• Principle 5: Perfection
• Change management
• Exam
• Closing

Change management

Change is difficult

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We#already#do#that#
I#do#not#have#time#
Has#no#priority#
Doesn't#work#anyway#
We#have#already#tried#
I#can#not#
Must#that#
I#do#not#believe#it#
Prove#it
……
….

Change by using your senses
Therefore : the Gemba walk
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20% - 70% - 10%

Come"on"boy!"
I'd"like"to"see"
what"you"can"
do
I"keep"going"until"I"
drop.

Why"would"I"
move"?"It’s"OK"
the"way"it"is"
now!

Another"fool"
again."I"laugh"
like"hell
I"will"do"
everything"I"can"
to"prevent"this

Feedbackculturen

Feedback(cultures

Many

Care
cultures

Performance
cultures

Avoidance
cultures

Fear
cultures

Compliments

Few((((

Few((((

Critical(feedback

Many
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If you want to go fast, go alone
If you want to go far, go together
- African Proverb
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Change management formula

E = Q x A
E = Effectiveness of a decision
Q = Quality of a decision
A = Acceptance of a decision (and/or commitment)
Statement:
better more acceptance and less quality than the other way around!

Kotter’s 8-step change model

12$05$21
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Resistance Strategy Model Ezermann
Phases of development of change
Level(of(
resitance

Avoid((((((

Inform

Support

Negotiate

Convince

Enforce

Facilitate
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Result-oriented work with an eye for people
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Structure and effect of missing links

Vision

Skills

Reward

Resources

Action
Plan

Skills

Reward

Resources

Action
Plan

Confusion

Reward

Resources

Action
Plan

Fear

Resources

Action
Plan

Slow change

Action
Plan

Frustration

Vision

Vision

Skills

Vision

Skills

Reward

Vision

Skills

Reward

Resources

Succes

False start

Communication
Vision…………………………………………………..…… from unconscious to conscious
Choices…………………………………………..……….. from conscious to understanding
Consequences: positive benefits ………………from understanding to belief (what’s in it for
me)
Cosequences: ‘costs’ (to manage) …………....from belief to commitment

Managing&the&stakeholders:&
who&extra&attention,&who&involve&extra&for&the&right&influence!

Communication plan for implementation

Examples of communication tools:
• 1-on-1 meetings
• CEO speech to staff

“To-be”

• Discussion groups or workshops
• Memos and other letters
• Email and voice mail
• Posters and notice boards
• Feedback forms and suggestion box

transition

• Videos
• Audio & video conferencing
• Etc.
Tailor'the'communication'to'the'
"expectations'of'the"'recipient'"and'the"'
own'"project'goals.

“As-is”

The Kübler-Ross change curv
(grief model)

Change

Satisfaction
Denial
Anger

Haggle

Succes

Depression
Actions
Talking about it

Creativity
Inspiration
Acceptance
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Lean Six Sigma maturity model

Create&world&class&products&and&services
•
•
•

Product*live*cylce*management
Design*for*Six*Sigma
Smart*Industry*&*Agility

Create&capable&processes
•
•
•

Six*Sigma
Reducing*variance
Statistical*approach

Create&stable&and&predictable&processes
•
•
•

Lean*management*(Flow*&*Pull)
Eliminate*waste
Risc*management*&*First*Time*Right

Creata&a&culture&for&continuous&improvement
•
•
•

Lean*management*(Flow*&*Pull)
Eliminate*waste
Risc*management*&*First*Time*Right

Create&a&solid&foundation
•
•
•

Organized workplace
Standardized*work
Quality*Management

Persist
Capable
Predictable
Managed
Structured
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Change management

Team
performance

Tuckman’s model for team development

Performing
Forming
Norming

Storming

Tijd
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Change management

Team development | Forming

• The team members want to be accepted by others
•
•
•
•

He/she will avoid controversy and conflict.
Everyone is busy with team organization, who does what? When are the team meetings?
Most important issues (and opinions and disagreements) are avoided, it stays comfortable.
Collecting information and make impressions about
– The assignment

– How we work
– Each other
• Everyone tries their hardest but is mostly busy with their own positions.
• This phase usually takes no longer than the first meeting.

Most important phase: the team gets to know each other
For the Green Belt:
• Beware of how team members react under pressure (if this occurs).
• Possible directive leadership when needed, use clear language.
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Change management

Team development | Storming

• Different ideas come up.
• What is it really about?
• Sometimes unpleasant.
• ‘Debate’ atmosphere
• Macho behavior: asking annoying questions
• Possible critique on the leader of the team.

This is about a team that is really going to function.
This phase is needed for the development of the team.
Van de Green Belt is expected:
• Professional behavior
• Make differences visible.
• Make sure everyone is tolerant to each other.
• Give direction to decision-making.
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Change management

Team development | Norming

• Immediately follows storming
• You adapt your own behavior to others, so you can create flow in the teamwork.
• Agree on rules, shared values, methods and tools.
• Start trusting
• Growing motivation, while the team gets to be more involved
• Members of the team get to know each other. Opinions about each other change.
• Good feeling about that the team accomplished something.
For the Green Belt:
• Make sure you are involved (not on the outside of the group)
• More professionality and responsibility from the team members observable.
• Apply clear rules for feedback.
• Point the group outwards, instead of internally
• Stay focused on the fact that everyone can handle their responsibilities, otherwise you will back on storming.
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Change management

Team development | Performing

• The team works together and achieves results smoothly, without inappropriate conflict or extern supervision.
• The members are mutually dependent on each other.
• The members of the team are motivated and are able to make decisions.
• Disagreement is possible and is handled according to accepted team working methods.
• The team leader fully participates in the group.
For the Green Belt:
• Be prepared for new people in the team later in the trajectory. The storming phase can
return when new team members question the ingrained team rules or working methods.
• This is NORMAL.
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Agenda day 5
• DMAIC | Control
• Principle 5: Perfection
• Change management
• Exam
• Closing

Exam

Agenda day 5
• DMAIC | Control
• Principle 5: Perfection
• Change management
• Exam
• Closing

Closing
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Closing

How to proceed further?

Evaluation
• What are your tips and tops?
• Would you like to share them on Springtest?

How to proceed further?
• What is your first step?
• Share your experiences in two months in an online meeting!
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Complete your toolbox…
✓ Lean Green Belt
tools

+ Praktijkervaring

Ga aan de slag met je eigen
verbeterinitiatief
(evt. in combinatie met
praktijkcertificering)

Om zelfstandig een project uit
te voeren

+ Green to Black
Extra verdieping
(o.a. analyses en
verandermanagement)

+ Process Mining-training
Visualiseer en objectiveer het
werkelijke procesverloop o.b.v.
systeemdata. Maak bottlenecks,
afwijkingen en rework inzichtelijk

+ RPA-training

Automatiseren van eenvoudige,
rule-based processen door software
deeltaken van medewerkers te laten
overnemen
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You’ve obtained the certificate! What is the next step?

Theory:

Practice:
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Follow us on LinkedIn

• Follow us on LinkedIn to stay tuned for:
! Events
! Customer cases
! Tips about Lean Six Sigma
! Alumni drinks
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